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Abstract
This research investigates the digital landscape
heritage. It focusses on the application of VR to the
understanding and interpretation of ancient principles
relating to sensitive and appropriate interaction of built
form and associated landscape. The principles have
harmony of human inhabitation, built forms and their
landscape at their root. This understanding can lead to
re-application in a contemporary context, and the VR
environment has the potential to augment and enrich it.

How To Read This Thesis
This is an interactive book. In contrast to the traditional design presentation tools, the design elements
are represented by the videos.
Please download the digital version and enable the 3D content or use the phone camera to scan the QR
code to watch all videos.

The erasure of the Chinese Cultural Revolution’s ‘Four
Olds’ – ‘old culture’, ‘old customs’, ‘old habits’ and ‘old
ideas’ – has generated a certain kind of metaphysical
void in today’s Chinese culture. This is mainly due
to an innate Chinese universal and fundamental
principle of the practice of Chinese cultural heritage.
In response to the recognition of the potential loss,
a newfound nostalgic desire for the resuscitation of
traditional Chinese culture is resurfacing in China –
this research responds to that phenomenon. As a case
study, the ancient city of Suzhou, a leading force in the
development of urban China, is the focus; it is a city
with outstanding surviving classical writing, poetry and
paintings (Chen, 2016). Virtual heritage propagated
through new-media has the potential to make people
culturally aware of our absconding cultural heritage
(Cameron and Kenderdine, 2007). This research seeks
to reinterpret a classical depiction of Suzhou in an18thcentury handscroll painting into a three-dimensional
immersive virtual environment. It proposes that VR
can be a way to experience and increase understanding
of heritage landscapes that no longer exist.
‘Prosperous Suzhou’, the product of twenty-four
years of Xu Yang’s labour, is an outstanding piece of
cultural heritage, illustrating Suzhou’s bustling ancient
urban-scape (Yun, 2018). The reinterpretation aims
to enhance the users’ experience and understanding
of the tangible and intangible cultural heritage
that lies within the painting. The reinterpretation
process can be summarised as being in two stages,
representing the site context and representing
the site content. Context refers to the geometry
and built forms of the world, whereas content
includes the intangible social and cultural heritage.
The urban landscape in the painting is examined to
enable intelligent reinterpretation of the painting.
‘Suichu Garden’, is focused on to spatialise and
visualise the tangible and intangible traditional
design philosophies. ‘Spatialisation’ requires the
third dimension, absent from the painting, to be
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intelligently inferred in the 3D environment created.
The spatialised scene is then augmented through the
integration of other historical information, such as
poems and travel notes, to embed intangible aspects.
Secondly, a digital narrative for the resulting virtual
content was created. Content is often intentionally
designed to form a scenario or narrative; the arrangement
of a sequence of activities (Chen & Kalay 2008).
Walter (2014) argues that narratives matter for heritage
conservation because they convey the significance of
places; it is through stories that people express their
identification with heritage (Hoeven, 2019). We report
on how the filmmaking discipline aided in developing
the digital narrative, ‘Mise-en-scene’, for instance,
is used to set up the content of the environment.
Finally, to improve the atmosphere and immersive
qualities of the scene, appropriate sound cues, a daynight cycle, animations, and virtual interactions,
derived from historical artwork and written information
were added. The additions result in an assemblage of
sensory experiences that enhance understanding of
the intangible aspects of the culture. The resulting VR
environment involves the embedding of these aspects
generated in different software environments into Unity
2018.3, with scripted interaction such as the application
of Chinese garden design principles. Reinterpreting
a painting into a virtual environment is not rare with
several museums doing this. However, reinterpreting
a historical painting into a virtual environment with
a landscape application is still not common. This
research is among that which is exploring the role of
digital landscape heritage and it may be unique in the
way Chinese garden design principles are represented
in VR.
Overall, it is demonstrated that the immersive and
interactive virtual reality environment enhances the
user experience through the informed interpretation
of both the tangible and intangible. Reinterpreting the
painting in VR enables an immersive, continuous, firstperson journey through the designed space where the
environment changes as the viewer moves through
it. This immersive experience enables users to gain
a greater understanding of the heritage of the scholar
garden as a landscape design form and of this particular
garden, Suichu Garden, which no longer exists.
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In China today, there exists a certain nostalgia for
what it was like in pre-modern China. Such desires
are often satiated by mental visualisations instigated
from indulgence in China’s classic poems and
paintings, or by visiting its ancient scenic locations.
Such reveries are strenuous; primarily due to the
impoverishment of these historical artefacts, a
consequence of the long period of war (figure
1.1) that preceded it. In reaction to this demise, a
newfound interest in the resuscitation of these once
disregarded entities is arising within contemporary
Chinese society. Recently, several cities have rebuilt
culturally and historically significant architectural,
and landscape works. However, much of the
cultural revitalisation is surface level. The rebuilt
forms mirror the appearance of the traditional, but
the ‘content’ differs (‘Guangming Daily’, 2013).
Revitalising the conventional culture of the nation
cannot be just a slogan; it needs to be implemented
with respect for historical traditions. This is
achieved by earnestly restoring traditional places of
interest, repairing the old as originally as possible,
and paying attention to the tangible and intangible
cultural heritage. Viewers can then fully experience
and appreciate the profound qualities of Chinese
culture, which is so desired by the population. A
building without genuine cultural value is just an
empty shell; we should aim to embody the soul of
cultural heritage.
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Chinese wars and battles

First Opium War
1839-1942

Taiping Rebellion
1850-1864

Qing reconquest of Xinjiang
1876-1878
Japanese invasion of Taiwan II
1895
National Protection War
1915-1916
Second Sino-Japanese War
1931-1945

Motivation

Second Opium War
1856-1860

Sino-French War
1884-1885

First Sino-Japanese War
1894-1895
Eight-Nation Alliance
1900-1901

Boxer Rebellion
1899-1901
Northern Expedition
1926-1927

Japanese invasion of Taiwan I
1874

Xinhai Revolution
1911

Chinese Civil War I
1927-1936

Chinese Civil War II
1945-1949

Figure 1. 1. The period of War (Rodney, 2018).

Revolutions
Self-Strengthening
Movement
1861-1895
May Fourth Movement
1919

Hundred Days' Reform
1898

New Culture Movement
1915-1923

Redacted

Figure 1. 2. ‘four old’ images (Poter, 2018).
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Xinhai Revolution
1911

Cultural Revolution
1966-1976

Why Suzhou?
Suzhou was a leading force in the development of
urban China for nearly a millennium (Sun, 2002).
In Sun’s masterful study of the formation and
transformation of Chinese urban form and space,
Suzhou is presented as both the object of, and witness
to, a complicated history. Suzhou is a landscape city,
a picturesque landscape, where the classical gardens
embodied the features and character of Suzhou and
by setting an example to be followed, practised and
developed for urban planning and construction. By
taking Suzhou as a specific case, the researcher will
endeavour to experience and understand a number
of the essential characteristics of urban landscape
heritage, such as the streetscape and scholar garden.
Why the painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’?
‘Prosperous Suzhou’, originally entitled ‘Burgeoning
Life in a Resplendent Age’, is an 18th-century scroll
painting (handscroll) created in 1759 by the Chinese
court painter Xu Yang. It took Xu Yang twenty-four
years to complete this outstanding piece of cultural
heritage, which illustrates Suzhou’s bustling ancient
urban-scape (Chen, 2014). It is the only visual
documentary evidence of Suzhou before the hundred
year-long period of the war which started in 1839.
The 18th century is the peak period for traditional
Chinese garden and landscape architecture. The
exploration of garden theory and design was stagnant
by the end of the Qing Dynasty (beginning of 20th
century).
‘Prosperous Suzhou’ depicts twelve different scenes.
‘Chang Gate’ was taken as a case study initially with
the focus on visualising the historical streetscape,
such as the city wall, street and canal, and the
manifestation of daily life. The main study of the
heritage landscape of Suichu Garden reinterprets
not only daily life but also tangible and intangible
landscape heritage. The reinterpretation process
seeks to integrate the artwork with other historical
information, such as poems and travel notes, to
enable the viewer to experience intangible aspects of
the historic landscape.

Digital Heritage
When a culture is so ingrained that we do not
normally notice or appreciate it, or when the remains
of a society or civilisation are currently inaccessible
or scattered, Virtual Reality can be a successful
method to recreate and then experience the past.
Virtual Heritage is a particular branch of Digital
Heritage, that is formed by the use of information
technology with the aim of recreating the experience
of cultural heritage (Sullivan, 2016). Virtual Heritage
is one of the best methods of creating an immersive
environment to assist people in experiencing and
understanding cultural heritage.
Virtual heritage can be used to visualise a culture
through its artefacts (Laviolette, 2009). Virtual
heritage is thus a ‘visualisation’ or ‘recreation’
of culture. In virtual heritage projects, the aim
is typically to ‘recreate’ or ‘reconstruct’ the past
through three-dimensional modelling, animation,
and panorama photographs (Laviolette, 2009).
Landscape Architecture Application
VR in real-time game engine is an excellent tool for
analysis, design, presentation and communication.
VR is a presentation tool which allows designers to
experience the opportunities to present in immersive
and innovative design. In addition, as a design tool,
it has a massive potential to improve the design
outcome. Landscape designers aim to design an
experiential space for the public; however, traditional
two-dimensional presentation tools, such as plan,
section or perspective, limit the designer’s ability
to communicate experiential space. Landscape
architecture is the design of not only form and space,
but also how these relate to the natural environment
and social behaviour; this intertwined relationship can
be communicated by using Game engines. Scripting
and animation can simulate the relationship between
built form and the associated landscape and include
tangible and intangible aspects. As a communication
tool, VR enables users to interact with space, which
enhances their experience and understanding of
the design. In digital landscape heritage research,
reinterpreting heritage context (geometry and built
form) is a prerequisite, and content reinterpretation
(cultural and social heritage) in the VR is able to
assist individuals in experiencing and connecting to
this heritage.
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Thesis Overview
This paper is interdisciplinary design research
(see figure 1.3); it focusses on the application
of Virtual Reality to the understanding and
interpretation of ancient principles relating
to sensitive and appropriate interaction of
built form and associated landscape design.
Chapter 3 describes the theoretical background
and current situation of Chinese landscape design
and digital heritage. Through the exploration of
the literature, it is established how new media
can be used to reinterpret tangible and intangible
cultural heritage, and why digital narrative is
crucial. Chapter 4 introduces two precedents, the
first of which is a painting represented in a virtual
environment, and the latter which describes how
historic written documents and paintings can
be integrated to reinterpret a heritage garden.
Exploring the context is
a project, as it gives us
of the setting and how
Chapter 5 introduces
and design techniques

necessary at the start of
a valuable understanding
it influences the design.
the context, content,
of site and painting.

In Chapter 6 a preliminary investigation was
undertaken. This visualises the tangible aspects, such
as the city wall, street and canal. Investigating the
digital narrative is undertaken with the reinterpretation
of the physical narrative, through learning from
filmmaking to set up the scenes to guide the user in
the Virtual Environment (Chen and Yehuda, 2008).
The main study, Chapter 7 and 8, focuses on the
Chinese scholar garden, Suichu Garden. Through
reinterpreting this heritage garden, the entire scholar
garden design philosophy can be represented. These
two chapters not only describe the tangible heritage
but also how this is augmented by integraion with
other historical information, such as poems and
travel notes, to embed the intangible aspects, such
as the aural landscape and create a whole image
of the heritage garden. Chapter 7 focuses on the
‘context’ reinterpretation, and chapter 8 depicts the
‘content’ reinterpretation. ‘Context’ is the geometry
or built form, informed by interrogating artwork
and written documents. ‘Content’ is the social
heritage, human behaviour, and intangible aspects.
10

The whole VR composition represents the
harmonious connection between context and content,
built form and associated landscape, tangible and
intangible aspects.

Interdisciplinary
Research

Landscape
Design
VIRTUAL
REALITY(VR)

Digital
Landscape
Heritage

Cinematography
Ancient Artwork
& Documents

MEDIA

Figure 1. 3. Interdisciplinary Research Diagram (by author).
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Introduction

Research Question

How can a computationally enabled interactive interpretation of tangible and
intangible cultural built heritage and landscape be exploited to allow for improved
appreciation and understanding of documented histories?

Aims and Objectives
A1. To increase understanding of Chinese traditional design philosophy and landscape
heritage.
A2. To explore a design method that can adequately represent intangible cultural
landscape heritage.
A3. To enhance the user’s experience and understanding of landscape heritage.

Secondary Research Question
How can a real-time virtual engine effectively demonstrate the intertwined aspects
of human habitation, built form and landscape with particular reference to significant
heritage contexts in China?

01. To evaluate the artwork and written documents to gain an informed summary of
the landscape heritage.
02. To establish an effective working design method for virtually representing chosen
intangible/experiential qualities of landscape heritage.
03. To understand the relationship between landscape architecture, immersion,
phenomenological ideas, and new digital technologies.

Scope
0.1 To understand the site context and design techniques.
0.2 To achieve tangible heritage reinterpretation of a Chinese scholar garden.
0.3 To achieve intangible heritage reinterpretation of a Chinese scholar garden.
0.4 To design a digital narrative in a virtual environment that represents a Chinese
scholar garden.
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Methodology

Research question

Theoretical context

2 Methodology

Landscape design philosophy

Painting techiques

Texture Mapping

Modelling process

Mise-en-scène

Digital Narrative

Intangible & Tangible
Writing Documents

User Experience

User Understanding

Conclusion
Figure 2. 1. Methodology diagram (by author).
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Methodology

The reinterpretation methodology (figure 2.1) can
be summarised as being in two stages, representing
the site context and content. Context represents
the tangible heritage, such as form and space;
and content is the social and cultural heritage.
The urban landscape in the painting is examined to
enable intelligent reinterpretation of the painting.
‘Suichu Garden’, is focused on to spatialise and
visualise the tangible and intangible traditional
design philosophies. ‘Spatialisation’ requires the
third dimension, absent from the painting, to be
intelligently inferred in the 3D environment created.
The spatialised scene is then augmented through the
integration of other historical information, such as
poems and travel notes, to embed intangible aspects.
The painting’s techniques are interrogated, such as the
‘multi-scattered perspective’, and ‘visual hierarchy’.
To set up the scenes to guide the user in the Virtual
Environment, ‘Mise-en-scene’, for instance, is used

Input

to translate the painting’s visual hierarchy and set
up content. Finally, to improve the atmosphere and
immersive qualities of the scene, appropriate sound
cues, a day-night cycle, animations, and virtual
interactions, derived from historical artwork and
written information are added. The additions result in
an assemblage of sensory experiences that enhance
understanding of the intangible aspects of the culture.
To transfer these two-dimensional drawings into a
three-dimensional, a range of software including
3DS Max 2019 and Rhino 6 are used. The resulting
VR environment involves the embedding of these
aspects generated in different software environments
into Unity 2018.3, with scripted interaction such as
the enacting of Chinese garden design principles.
Overall, it is shown the immersive and interactive
virtual reality environment which enhances the user
experience through the informed interpretation of
both the tangible and intangible.

Reinterpretation

Output
Tangible

Painting
New Media
Writing Document

Intangible

3 Theoretical Context
Chinese Garden and Landscape Architecture
Virtual Heritage

This chapter describes the theoretical background - the current
situation of Chinese landscape architecture and digital heritage.
Through the exploration of the literature, it is established how
new media can be used to reinterpret tangible and intangible
cultural heritage.

Aim:

- To understand the current situation of Chinese landscape
design.
- To explore how virtual environment can enhance the user’s
experience and understanding of landscape heritage.

Figure 2. 2. Input and Output diagram (by author).
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Theoretical Context

Theoretical Context

Chinese Gardens and Landscape
Architecture
Due to the hundred-year period of war (18391949) and the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976),
the majority of historical sites in Suzhou were
demolished, and the city lost much of its traditional
culture. In recent years, however, the desire for
the revitalisation of traditional culture has become
deeply rooted in the hearts of people in China. Many
historical buildings have been rebuilt in various
cities. Traditional temples, gardens, and the former
residences of celebrities are now seen as important
local cultural resources and are regarded as a way of
developing the local tourism economy. Unfortunately,
much of the revitalisation of culture is limited to the
surface. The form looks similar to the traditional;
however, the ‘content’ does not fulfil this outward
promise (Guangming Daily, 2013). Revitalising
the traditional culture of the nation cannot be just
a slogan; it needs to be implemented with genuine
respect for the national cultural traditions, earnestly
restoring traditional places of interest, restoring the
old as original, and enriching the valuable traditional
cultural relics. Then the viewers can witness
and appreciate the profound qualities of Chinese
culture. A building without authentic cultural
value is just an empty shell, and a place without
an artistic soul cannot be a genuine attraction.
One of the best ways to understand the soul of
traditional culture is by learning from the past.
Suzhou was a leading force in the development
of urban China for nearly a millennium. The
purpose of this study is to address several essential
characteristics of the built environment of the city
and its development in pre-modern China through
comprehensive historiography. According to Xu, in
Chinese cities of this time, standard features would
have made them recognisable as culturally Chinese,
“It should be valid, then, to treat the city of Suzhou
axiomatically as a Chinese city in the sense that, even
with all the unique factors of its history, it was firmly
embedded in the urban context of pre-modern China.
The city of Suzhou, like any other Chinese city, was
given form not only by the practices and ideas that
derived from its particular social, economic, and
political circumstances but also by a set of changing
values and beliefs that were an integral part of a
widely shared worldview of the traditional Chinese
value as a whole, a characteristic way of both
18

Virtual Heritage
looking at and shaping the world” (Xu, 2000, p.3).
Therefore, Suzhou is a valuable case study through
which to understand traditional Chinese landscape
architecture.
Reflection
Many cultural landscapes represent high heritage
value and should be classified as heritage landscapes
(Capelo, Barata, & de Mascarenhas, 2011). Suzhou
has been recognised as a heritage landscape. The city
has the highest number of UNESCO-Recognized
Gardens in any city in the world (Billock, 2018).
Suzhou is famous for its scholar garden, which
is an expression of Taoist natural philosophy and
Confucian morality. The scholar garden follows the
Taoist concepts of returning to nature and seeking
closer integration with natural scenery. These
gardens were affected by the Confucian morality of
taking mountains, rivers and lakes for reformatory
education to mould perfect souls of people (Cheng,
1999). The scholar intended to create a vast cosmos
in the mind by building gardens within confined
spaces, from which people would enjoy the
maximum harmony and freedom for both the body
and the spirit (Cheng, 1999). Traditional Chinese
philosophy creates a rich, unique and fascinating
connection between the art of music, gardening,
painting, poetry and calligraphy (Keswick, 1978).
Therefore, Chinese always saying, the classical
gardens of Suzhou is a “three-dimensional picture,
a silent poem and a frozen music” (Cheng, 2015).
The painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (Xu, 1759) is
the only visual documentation of Suzhou before
the hundred-year period of the war (1839-1949).
What is the best method of manifesting tangible and
intangible heritage through historical documents?

“It is believed that virtual heritage propagated
through new-media has the strong potential to
create cultural awareness among people about
our absconding cultural heritage” (Cameron &
Kenderdine, 2007).
Digital Narrative
As Ricoeur (1984) stated, it is because we are
time-bound that narrative is so foundational for
understanding ourselves and, by extension, our
material culture. As Thomas (1995) suggests, ‘the
only way in which human beings can conceptualise
self-identity is in the narrative. The self is dispersed
through time and is drawn together in a kind of
‘story’.
Walter (2014) argues that narratives matter for
heritage conservation because they convey the
significance of places; it is through stories that
people express their identification with heritage
(Hoeven, 2019). In addition, according to Walter
(2014), narratives enable us to state what we want
to pass on to future generations: “An understanding
of narrative engages us and awakens us to the need,
the responsibility even, to take that ‘story’ forward;
in writing the next chapter, we must understand how
the plot has developed thus far, and how to drive that
plot onwards” (p.645).
Narrative painting is a painting that tells a story.
It often depicts images from religion, mythology,
history, literature, or everyday life. ‘Prosperous
Suzhou’ depicts the daily life and landscape of
Suzhou in the 18th century. The question is: how
can we use the new media to reinterpret artwork
and written documents to tell their story? According
to Chen and Kalay (2008), “designers of virtual
environments must not only design the context
of their worlds but also assume at least partial
responsibility for designing the content.” Therefore,
these designers have a unique task that combines the
traits of both architects and filmmakers in a virtual
environment.
Architects and landscape architects generally do
not design content directly. Instead, they develop
a physical setting (form and space) within given
broader contexts (physical, cultural, social, legal,
economic, etc.) (Chen & Kalay 2008). “The settings
they design imply certain contents (activities) through

spatial clues that have certain physical affordances,
sequences of traversal and aesthetic moods” (Chen
& Kalay 2008). For example, a corridor can be
designed to encourage encounters between the
people who travel through it; an urban park can be
designed to attract passers-by and promote social
gatherings, or to be formal and for official occasions;
the colour scheme in a clinic can be designed to
calm the patients, or encourage activity (Chen &
Kalay 2008). Architects and landscape architecture
are also experienced in designing sequences of
spaces that encourage specific sequences of activity.
Furthermore, the texture, size, colour, lighting and
interaction of a space strongly impacts the user’s
cultivation of certain moods.
The design of narrative sequences can benefit from
looking at the work of filmmakers. They control not
only the context but more importantly, the actions
and scenarios (plots). The settings (the ‘stage’) are
designed as corresponding backdrops that support
the occurrence and development of those activities
(Chen & Kalay, 2008). In cinema, activities play a
dominant role, while settings are viewed as a passive
background, serving the activity and changing with it.
Unlike architects who focus on the design of settings
and spaces, filmmakers start from and concentrate
on storyboards. The design of a virtual environment
is a unique task, which combines the traits of both
architecture and filmmaking, a fact often overlooked
by designers of virtual environments. Guided by this
working philosophy, a virtual heritage site devoid
of content (i.e. activity) may have no significant
difference to a lifeless physical model (Chen &
Kalay 2008).

Digital Narrative

Cultural Heritage

Digital Heritage
Figure 3. 1. Key words for ‘digital heritage’ (by author).
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Theoretical Context

Intangible Heritage
In its attempt to recognise the physical and nonphysical structure of heritage sites, UNESCO
has adopted the terms ‘tangible’ and ‘intangible’
cultural heritage. While tangible heritage represents
the legacy of physical artefacts, Intangible
Cultural Heritage (ICH) refers to oral traditions
and expressions, including language; performing
arts, social practices, rituals and festive events;
knowledge and practices concerning nature and the
universe; and traditional craftsmanship (Dawson,
2004). This definition also includes the instruments,
goods, objects of art, cultural spaces and surrounding
practices that make possible the transmission of
culture.
The main topic for this paper is the heritage Chinese
scholar garden – Suichu Garden. The scholar garden
follows Taoist concepts of returning to nature and
seeking close integration with natural scenery. The
intangible aspects include invisible elements and
the design principle (figure 3.2). One of the classic
examples of the invisible element is the aural
landscape. According to Wu (2013), “Nearly 28%
of the first collection of poetry in China, entitled
‘The Book of Songs’ (诗经), 770 BC - 476 BC, is
related to the landscape that created by sound.”
Many classical gardens have unique viewing
spots with names that reference an environment of
sounds, such as, ‘listening to the Rain Shelter’ and
‘Waterfront Pavilion with the Wind Going through
Pine Forest’. Such places take the natural sound as
elements, merging the experience and feeling of the
visitors, to create a ‘poetic circumstance’ (诗情画
意). Therefore, designing an aural narrative within
a virtual environment for a heritage garden, such as
Suichu Garden, will add to the immersive experience
of the digital narrative and the understanding of the
heritage Chinese scholar garden.

Reflection
Designing content is necessary to reinterpret the
heritage. Reinterpreting a painting into a virtual
environment is not rare with several museums
doing this. Using VR as a design and presentation
tool is becoming popular in landscape architecture
research as well. However, reinterpreting a historical
painting into a virtual environment with a landscape
application is still not common. This research is
among that which is exploring the role of digital
landscape heritage and it may be unique in the way
Chinese garden design principles are represented in
VR.

4 Precedent Analysis
Painting Reinterpretation
Painting and Written Document Reinterpretation

While the last chapter has an academic context, this
chapter focuses more on how different projects have
reinterpreted heritage contained in paintings and
written documents. The first precedent discusses how
a painting was translated into a virtual environment,
and the latter describes how to use both a painting and
written documents to reinterpret a heritage garden.

Aim:

- To explore a design method that can adequately.
- represent the cultural landscape heritage from
ancient artwork and documents in China.

Intangible Aspects

Invisible scene

Design Principle

Figure 3. 2. The Intangible Aspects (by author).
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Precedent Analysis

Precedent Analysis

Painting reinterpretation
‘Up the River During Qingming’ – National
Palace Museum and HTC Vive, Taipei, China,
Feb, 2019
Through the dynamic representation of digital
technology, this installation brings to life the vivid
riverside scenery during the Qingming Festival
observed in the original painting, and animates
the vibrant urban lifestyles dotted along the river,
providing visitors with a modern view of the classic
painting and a closer look into the everyday life
of the ancient Chinese (National Palace Museum,
2019). It transports visitors back in time to wander
amid cultural landscapes along ancient rivers.
Showcasing a diverse selection of interactive and
immersive multimedia installations, visitors of all
ages will be able to join the ancient Chinese literati
in appreciating natural riverine sceneries, deepen
their understanding of the museum’s collection and
its profound cultural heritage, and in turn re-examine
the local and personal experience of living along the
banks of Southeast Asia (National Palace Museum,
2019).

creating animations would increase the experience,
for example, watching a traditional opera.
However, the difference between the precedent
and the project to reinterpret ‘Suichu Garden’
through VR is that this project is not just looking at
representing daily life but also landscape heritage.
Another difference is that the VR project seeks to
reinterpret not only the painting but also written
documents, such as poetry, to manifest the design
philosophy behind the landscape.

Redacted

The exhibits include new media art interactive
installations, VR, multimedia films, and artefact
reproductions. In the VR installation, visitors can
walk into the landscape painting of ‘Autumn Colours
in the Qiao’ and Hua Mountains and leisurely
proceed along the ancient Yellow River. ‘Summer
Lotus’ allows the audience to experience an ancient
lotus pond (National Palace Museum, 2019). NPM
shoulders the great mission of preserving and
educating people about traditional culture and hopes
to continue to build upon historical foundations
(VIVE, 2019).
Redacted
Reflection
The outcome is the reinterpretation of a painting
into an immersive virtual environment, which could
help all ages to experience and understand everyday
life in ancient China. There are two aspects of this
work which will influence the VR design of Suichu
Garden. Firstly, setting up interaction to improve
cultural understanding, such as in the ‘Rainbow
Bridge’, where users could interact with the
fascinating people and shops in a game, or taking on
a mission to assist a stranded boat to gain a better
understanding of river transportation. Secondly,
22

(Full video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_y08pE2vsn0)
Figure 4. 1. ‘Up the River During Qingming VR’ (images and animation by VIVE Team).
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Painting and Written Document
Reinterpretation
“Disappeared Garden, Zhi Garden” - The
Museum of China Gardens and Landscape
Architecture with Los Angeles County Museum
of Art, UC Berkeley, Tsinghua University, and
Beijing Forestry University. Beijing, China,
10/12/2018.
The Museum of China Gardens and Landscape
Architecture in Beijing researches, collects,
displays and publicises the history and culture
of Chinese gardens. The museum planned and
organised a series of research on disappearing
gardens to reproduce and display the style
of ancient Chinese gardens (Ren, 2018).
Cao Yu, an expert on Chinese garden history,
discovered the book ‘Zhi Yuan Collection’ in
the National Library of China. Through careful
comparison, it is found that the poems in the
book correspond to the ‘Zhi Yuan Painting’,
from which it can be determined that the owner
of the park Wu Liang is the author of the
collection. The garden is located in Wu Liang’s
hometown, Jiangsu Changzhou (Xing, 2018).
The experts and scholars researched ‘The Zhi
Garden’, a seventeenth-century garden, and
completed a model of it using the ‘Zhi Yuan
Collection’ written by Wu Liang and the ‘Zhi
Yuan Painting’, painted by Zhang Hong. The
model not only truly and vividly reproduces the
historical features of the garden and the unique
gardening techniques, but also shows the essence
of the private gardens in ancient China, and
is also of great significance for deepening the
study of ancient gardens (‘Wenwuyou’, 2018).
The Zhi Garden was built in 1640. The owner of
the garden Wu Liang (1562–1624) was the Dali
Temple Shaoqing (Supreme Court President). After
resigning from his hometown, he chose to build
a garden outside the Qingshan Gate in the north
of Wujin City, with a total area of 32,000 square
meters. The old site of the park has disappeared.
Zhi Garden is a unique representative of the private
gardens in the south of the Yangtze River. It not
only exhibits superb gardening skills but also truly
reflects the family culture of Ming Dynasty gardens.

The painting has 20 chapters, eight of them collected
by the Berlin Museum of Asian Art and others in
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. Scholars
analysed the painting and found that the painting’s
perspective is unique compared to other traditional
Chinese paintings. Zhang Hong used a highly
creative slanted and cut-out composition to create
a view from the interior of the garden courtyard
(Ren, 2018). That unique perspective helped the
scholars to reinterpret the heritage garden, including
the layout and to predict the interior. The written
document introduced the background, which gives
the broader context and the historical value of the
garden. Furthermore, it also describes a journey
and experience in the garden, with the first-person
perspective helping these scholars to represent the
details of the garden.

Redacted

(‘Zhi Yuan Painting’)

(‘Zhi Yuan Collection’)

Reflection
Studying the ‘Zhi Garden’ precedent was helpful
to find out how the academics used the written
documents, such as poems and travel notes, to
reinterpret the garden and gain an understanding of
the functionality of each segment resulting in the
model being exquisitely and faithfully detailed.
However, the scholars only made the physical
model which has limitations. As discussed earlier
in the literature review, Virtual Reality has the
strong potential to create cultural awareness through
different aspects, especially the intangible element.
Individuals cannot experience this in a physical
model because there is no ‘content’ (plot, activities
or human behaviour). The written document
communicates the design principles, activities and
the experience of the garden. As this is a landscape
architecture project, it is essential to manifest and
communicate the intangible landscape heritage
alongside the tangible heritage to gain a better
understanding of the traditional Chinese culture.

Redacted

(Zhi Yuan Model)

Redacted

(Details)

Redacted

(Details)

Figure 4. 2. Images of ‘Zhi garden’ painting, book and physcial model (by Ren, 2018).
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Suzhou
Background
Suzhou, whose ancient name was: Gusu (figure
5.1), is situated in the southeast of Jiangsu Province,
neighbouring Shanghai in the east, bordering
Zhejiang Province in the south, embracing the Taihu
Lake in the west and pillowing Yangtze River in
the north. The Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal runs
through the city, interweaving crisscrossed rivers
and lakes and connecting the Yangtze River and the
East China Sea.

5 Site Exploration
Suzhou
‘Prosperous Suzhou’

Exploring the site is necessary at the beginning
of a project, so as to give a better understanding
of the influence of the site and wider landscape
on the design. This chapter introduces the
background of Suzhou and the painting
‘Prosperous Suzhou’.

Beijing
Suzhou
Shanghai

The city of Suzhou was a leading force in the
development of urban China for nearly a millennium.
Suzhou was initially built in 514 BC (figure 5.2) as
the capital city of Wu. Suzhou lay at the heart of
a region vital to the economic and cultural growth
of the Chinese empire from as early as the ninth
century in this masterful study of the formation and
transformation of Chinese urban form and space
(Xu, 2000). Figure 5.3 to 5.6 show Suzhou map in
different dynasties.
Souzhou’s Grand Canal is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. It is the longest and oldest canal or
artificial river in the world. Starting at Beijing, it
passes through Tianjin and the provinces of Hebei,
Shandong, Jiangsu and Zhejiang to the city of
Hangzhou (Yan, 2014).

Scale 1:50,000
Figure 5. 1. China and Suzhou Map (by author)

Aim

- To understand the site context and design
techniques.
Springs and Falls Period
770-480 BC
Shang Dynasty
1766-1122 BC

Qin Dynasty
221-206 BC

Warring states Period
480-221 BC
Zhou Dynasty
1122-221 BC

Song Dynasty
960-1279

Three Kingdoms
220-581

Ming Dynasty
1368-1677

Tang Dynasty
618-907

Sui Dynasty
581-648

Han Dynasty
202 BC-220

Republic of China
1912-1949
(Move to Taiwan)

Yuan Dynasty
1279-1368

Five Dynasties and
Ten kingdoms
907-960

Qing Dynasty
1644-1911

Figure 5. 2. Timeline of Chinese History (by author)
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Suzhou Historical Evolution

18th Century Suzhou Map

Redacted

Figure 5. 3. Suzhou Map from Yuan to Qing Dynasty (Dong, 1982).

Figure 5. 4. Suzhou Map in 18th century (Xu, 1748).

(Prophase of Qing Dynasty)

28

(Metaphase of Qing Dynasty)

Scale 1:7,500

(Anaphase of Qing Dynasty)
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Pre-modern Suzhou Map

Suzhou
Economic Status
Above in Heaven, there is a celestial place,
Below on Earth there are Suzhou and Hang
Zhou.
---Fan chengda, 12th century
Suzhou and Hangzhou are equally renowned as the
famous prefectures of Jiangnan. The wealthy of
the city of Suzhou and it’s country cities generally
enjoyed the splendour of pavilions, lodgings, flowers
and trees. Nowadays there are none of these in the
city of Hangzhou (Lu Rong, 1436-1494).
Suzhou is the largest economy in Jiangsu Province,
which has been recognised as the ‘Most spiring City
of Prosperity and Civilization in the Southeast of
China’ (Xu, 2000).

Figure 5. 5. Suzhou Map in 1938 (n.d.).

Contemporary Suzhou Map
Zhangjiagang city
Yangtze River
Changshu city
Taicang city
Xiangcheng
Huqiu
Taihu Lake

Gusu

Kunshan city

Wuzhong

Figure 5. 7. Marco Polo Portrait (n.d.).

Suzhou, the cradle of Wu culture, is one of the oldest
towns in the Yangtze River Delta region and retains
much of its original character. Two thousand five
hundred years ago in the late Shanghai Dynasty,
local tribes who named themselves ‘Gou Wu’
lived in the area, which in time would become the
modern city of Suzhou. After the completion of the
Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal, the city began to
thrive (Xu, 2000). Suzhou served as the centre of
silk trade along the bustling waterway. Marco Polo
(figure 5.7) once marvelled at the city’s prosperity,
and he recorded that its inhabitants were comprised
of “prudent merchants, and, as already observed,
skilful in all the arts” (Xu, 2000). Polo noted that
a number of the Suzhou people were learned in
natural science, were excellent physicians and able
philosophers. In Polo’s words, the city of Suzhou
was “great” and “noble”. During the Ming dynasty
(1368 -1644) with an increased concentration of silk
manufacturers based here, Suzhou became a leading
silk fashion centre (Meng, 2011).

Wujiang

Figure 5. 6. Suzhou Map in 2019 (by author).
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Scale 1:50,000
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‘Prosperous Suzhou’
Background
‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (figure. 5.11), originally entitled
‘Burgeoning Life in a Resplendent Age’, is an 18thcentury scroll painting (handscroll) created in 1759
by the Chinese court painter Xu Yang. It depicts the
bustling urban life of Suzhou and combines Western
perspective with traditional Chinese style (Yun,
2018).
The handscroll is twelve meters in length. It is
intended to be viewed starting from the right end,
by laying it flat on a table and unrolling it. One
admires it section by section during the unrolling
as if travelling through a landscape, in a continuous
journey.

of the bustling urban centre of Suzhou.
Viewers can see numerous merchants, traders,
barges and passenger boats, as well as dense rows
of shops and vendors. In the painting there are more
than 12,000 people in the painting, nearly 400 ships,
more than 50 bridges, more than 200 shops, more
than 2,000 houses and the market style of Suzhou’s
business and communication centre (Yun, 2018).

>12,000

<400

House

Store

It was made for The Emperor Qianlong (figure.
5.8), in order to that he could see bustling beauty
of Suzhou at any time. He went to Suzhou 6 times
through the Grand Canal (figure. 5.9). They spent
3-5 months on road, with 2000-3000 followers,
5000-6000 horses and 1000 boats. It cost around 1-2
million silver for each time (≈ 200-400 million yuan
= 44-88 million NZ dollars).
Techniques
European art and its techniques like linear
perspective became increasingly influential in China
the 18th and 19th centuries (Victoria and Albert
Museum, 2013). Skilfully composed, ‘Prosperous
Suzhou’ combines Western linear perspective with
traditional Chinese compositional devices. The scroll
is invaluable from both a historical and an artistic
point of view, as it depicts in intricate detail the mid18th-century topography and customs of Suzhou,
allowing modern viewers to visit a Chinese city of
250 years ago (Yun, 2018).
Scenery
The scroll vividly illustrates the visual appearance of
the terrain, urban landscapes, and everyday life in an
area covering several dozen kilometers. The scenery
depicted (figure. 5.12) shows ‘From the Lingyan
Mountain, through the east of Mudu Town, cross Mt
Heng, Lake Shihu, and Mt Shangfang, then cross
between the Lion and the two mountains, into the
city Gusu, through the three gates of the Feng, Pan,
Xu, then from gate Chang turn the Shantang Bridge
to the Huqiu Mountain’ (Yun, 2018). The middle of
the scroll depicts an idealised view of the activities
32

Figure 5. 8. Emperor Qianling Portrait (n.d.).

>2,000

>200

>50

>300

Beijing

Suzhou
Hangzhou

Figure 5. 9. Grand Canal Diagram (n.d.).

Figure 5. 10. Number of features in painting (by author).
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Mt Trip

Champion Boat

Mt Shi and Mt He

Government Office and Wedding

Mt LingYan
Figure 5. 11. Painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (Xu,1759).
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Lake Shi

Mt Lingyan

Suichu Garden

(Area of Main Study)

Wan Nian Bridge

ShangTang Street

South-West Gushu

Chang Gate

(Preliminary Investigation)
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(Painting)

ShangTang Street

Mt LingYan

(Suzhou Map)
(Site photos)
Chang Gate

South-West Gushu

Mt Lingyan

Mt Shi and Mt He

Lake Shi

Figure 5. 12. The journey of the Painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (by author).
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Introduction
The preliminary investigation includes ‘Chang
Gate’, city wall, canal and surrounding streets. It
was the most commercial spot in the Qing Dynasty
(1644 - 1911). The current ‘Chang gate’ was rebuilt
after the cultural revolution. Over 90% of the city
walls were demolished during the revolution. The
Suzhou city wall was 15,204 long before 1958, yet
only 1250 metres were left by 1985 (Xu, 2000).

religion, mythology, history, literature, or everyday
life (Przybylek). ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ depicts
the daily life and landscape of Suzhou in the 18th
century, and the story is told through the painting’s
techniques; for example, the painter used ‘visual
hierarchy’ and ‘scattered-point Perspective’ to
narrate a journey. This section undertakes to
discuss the process of reinterpretation from the
painting’s narrative into the digital narrative.

6 Preliminary Investigation
Introduction
Site Analysis
Site Reinterpretataion
Painting Analysis
Painting Reinterpretation
Reflection

8.2% left by 1985

91.8 % were demolished

Figure 6. 1. City wall proportion diagram (by author).

The preliminary investigation is in response to one of the precedents, ‘Up
the River During Qingming’, and mainly visualise the historical streetscape,
such as the city wall, street, canal and manifests daily life.

Aim

- To reinterpret ancient Chinese streetscape.
- To design a digital narrative through reinterpreting painting’s techniques.

This chapter starts with site analysis, looking
deeply into the history of the streetscape, for
example, the spatial design between streets and
canals, design principles and human behaviour.
Then, this research focusses on the painting,
including discussion on how to transfer a twodimensional painting into a three-dimensional model.
The limitation for the modelling process and
texture mapping, is that it is difficult to determine
the texture beyond the frame, for example,
the painting only shows one or two facades of
buildings. To represent the heritage precisely,
the method was adopted to looking at a different
section of the painting and at references to confirm
the hidden facade’s texture or human activities.
According to the discussed literature, narrative
matters for the communication of heritage, because
individuals express their heritage identification
through stories. Narrative painting is a painting
that tells a story often depicting images from
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Site Location

Site Analysis
Location
Chang Gate, Suzhou
Urban Form
The ideal layout of the city is summarised in the
following passage within ‘Kaogong Ji’ (考工记),
which is a classic work on science and technology
in Ancient China.

- Each side has nine chariot tracks

Figure 6. 5. City gate (Sanlitujizhu, 10th century).

Figure 6. 4. ‘Kaogongji’ (Lin, 1235).

Figure 6. 2. Suzhou Map (n.d.).

“The artificers, as they built the capital, demarcated
it as a square with sides of nine li, each side has
three gateways. Within the capital, there were nine
meridional and nine latitudinal avenues, each of the
former being nine chariot tracks wide.”
Due to the Suzhou’s particular geography and
hydrology, the urban form of Suzhou is unique and
one of the most famous canal cities in China.

Site Painting

Significance
The canal transported about 40% of the trade in
Suzhou (Wu, 2009) and the city wall was used for
military defence in the 18th century. The city wall and
canals in the past had a significant role in the city,
however, as this role has been lost it is of value to
reinterpret the spatial design and social life of the
past.

- Each side have three gateways

Figure 6. 6. Zhou Map (Yongledadian, 1408).

- Royal Palace in the center
Figure 6. 3. ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (Xu,1759).
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Figure 6. 7. Zhou Map (Dai, 1746).
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Site Analysis
Gate
Function:
Symbol of “city” (Space).
The majestic appearance of the city gate and the tower
shows the majesty of the city and the national style.
History:
‘Chang Gate’ is the entrance of the former emperor
to the city (Zhu, 2019). It is the west gate of the
ancient city of Suzhou and leads in the direction of
Tiger Hill. Chang gate, from ‘Prosperous Suzhou’
in the Qianlong period of the Qing Dynasty, it can

Figure 6. 8. City wall in 18th century (n.d.).

be seen that the ‘Chang Gate’ has a tower, similar
to the Panmen Tower. During the Ming and Qing
Dynasties, it was the most prosperous business
district in Suzhou. ‘Dream of the Red Chamber’ said
at the beginning that Chang Gate is the most popular
place in the red dust (Cao, 1791). However, after
the Taiping Heavenly War in the late Qing Dynasty,
a large number of merchants in Chang Gate fled to
Shanghai, although the economy recovered after the
war, the scale was not as large as before (Zhu, 2019).

Redacted

Figure 6. 10. Chang Gate in the early 20th century (n.d.).

Redacted

Figure 6. 9. Canal System in 18th century (n.d.).
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Figure 6. 11. Chang Gate in the early 20th century (n.d.).
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City Wall
Function: Barriers for political control
Military defence
Flood control

Canal
Function: Trade, Barriers for Military defence
li and bu are traditional
chinese measuring unit.
1 li =300 bu = 576 meter

History:

History:
The old city of Suzhou, which was called ‘The
Venice of the Orient’, was a type of traditional
water-oriented city in the south of the Yangtze Basin
of China. The many canals ran north-south and eastwest over the city and formed the canal grid which
is called ‘3-Horizontal and 3-Vertical’, restricting the
street pattern and the location of residences. Canals
were important spaces in the urban design of Suzhou
city and seen as the most important landscape feature
of the water-oriented city called “small bridge,
running water and houses” (Li & Sato, 2000).
However, in the last two hundred years, with the
city’s redevelopment, many canals were gradually
filled in and built over.

without Street’, where the canal has building walls
aligned with the canal bulkhead on two sides. The
second is ‘Canal with One Street’, where on the one
side of the canal is a building and on the other side
is a street. The last one is ‘Canal with Two Streets’,
where there are streets on both sides of the canal.
This research simulates the spatial relationship
between canal and street in a virtual environment.
This has potential to make it easier for individuals
to discover the perspective connections than through
the painting. The diagrams (figure 6.13) describe the
different canal design and perspective connection.

The relationships between canal, street and building,
can be divided into three patterns. The first is ‘Canal

Redacted

Redacted

Figure 6. 13. Suzhou Canal design diagram (Li, 2000).

Canal without street

Canal with one street

Canal with two streets

Figure 6. 12. Suzhou city wall timeline (Xu, 2000).
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Site Reinterpretation

The aim of the site reinterpretation is to represent
both the historical architecture and the landscape,
through typology studies (figure 6.14) that will help
to model the site knowledgeably. Cultural Landscape
and Natural Landscape are both investigated in
typology studies.

Digital Model
To visualise the painting, it is necessary to reinterpret
the two-dimensional painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’
into a three-dimensional digital model. This will
enable individuals to explore the architectural form
and space in a virtual landscape.

Wall, Gate, and Bridge

Residential
Architecture
Wall and gate
Cultural Landscape

Commercial
Landmark

Bridge
Canal
Ship

Residential Buildings

Characters and costumes

Plant
Natural Landscape
Mountain
Commecial Buildings

Figure 6. 14. Typology Studies (by author).
Figure 6. 15. Architecture modelling from painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (by author).
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Store Sign

Landmark

Figure 6. 16. Store Sign digitalisation from painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (by author).

Figure 6. 18. Landmark modelling from painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (by author).

Boats

Characters and Costumes

Figure 6. 17. Boat modelling from painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (by author).

Figure 6. 19. Characters and Costumes (n.d.).
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Site Reinterpretation

Texture Mapping
Texture mapping is a fundamental method for
controlling the appearance of three-dimensional
objects. A common use of texturing is to provide
surface details to geometry by modifying surface
colour on a per-pixel basis (Mcreyonlds, 2005).

2019 is used to callout the painting’s architecture
or landscape, then change the perspective so that
the pixels can be applied to the three-dimensional
models.

Stylised Picture
‘Stylised Picture’ means representing in a nonnaturalistic conventional form in order to create an
artistic effect (Collins dictionary).

There are two methods of representing the texture in
the digital model, ‘orthorectification’ and ‘stylised
picture’.

However, as the resolution of the scanned painting
is not of high quality; ‘stylised picture’ could be a
better method to use instead of orthorectification.

The style of all the buildings in Suzhou in the 18th
century are typically Hui-style, a style typical of
Chinese architecture. It prevailed mostly in the
historical Huizhou prefecture of Anhui, as a critical
element of Huizhou culture (Ma, 2006).

Through Photoshop CC 2019 Pixelstyle Editor the
image of Hui-style architecture was used to generate
an 18th century pixel environment. In the painting,
it was an arduous task for the artist to show texture
details. In VR, however, we can represent 18th
century textures more easily and precisely, making
them look authentic.

Stylised Picture

Orthorectification is the direct transference of
textures from the painting onto the geometry of
the 3D model to represent the textures of 18th
century architecture and landscape. Photoshop CC

Reference

Painting

Stylised

Reference

Painting

Stylised

Orthorectification
Painting

Texture

Roof

Painting

Texture

Window

Real
Brick

Stylised

Bump map

3ds Max

Painting

City wall

Figure 6. 20. Orthorectification process (by author).

Figure 6. 21. Stylised Picture Process (aby author).
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Painting Analysis
One of the most crucial techniques of the painting is
to design a narrative to assist individuals to perceive
the story.
The narrative techniques used in the painting
‘Prosperous Suzhou’ can be embodied through
‘scattered point perspective’ and ‘visual hierarchy’
Perspective
‘Prosperous Suzhou’ contains a combination of
two different perspectival systems, ‘scattered point
perspective’ and ‘oblique perspective’ (figure
6.25). Western painting generally adopts ‘focused
perspective’, which is like an image taken with a
camera, with the observer in a fixed position, and the
resulting image that is taken into the lens faithfully
recorded. However, the Chinese painting often
possesses multiple vanishing points (figure 6.22),
and multiple angles of observation. When individuals
view the painting, it allows them to feel like they are
on a journey (figure 6.24).

Scattered point perspective painting generally does
not follow the proportional relationship, as it is mixed
with the oblique representation system, the buildings
could be measurable. Oblique projection is typical of
European painting techniques, a projective drawing
of which the frontal lines are given in true proportions
and relations and all others at suitable angles other
than 90 degrees without regard to the rules of linear
perspective (‘Oblique Drawing’).
Visual Hierarchy
Visual hierarchy refers to the arrangement or
presentation of elements in a way that implies
importance. According to B. Jones (2012), “attaining
a better grasp of how different layouts can change
user behaviour is one of the central principles of
creating an effective user experience.” In the painting
‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (figure 6.23), the painter has
varied the colour, line weight and texture to generate
a visual hierarchy.

Figure 6. 23. ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (Xu, 1759, edited by author).

Redacted

Figure 6. 24. Scattered point perspective (n.d.).

Figure 6. 25. Different perspective projection (by author).

Figure 6. 22. ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (Xu, 1759, edited by author).
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Painting Reinterpretation

The narrative is an integral part of a handscroll, and
narratives are necessary for virtual heritage as well.
The narrative is hugely helpful in engaging public
interest, and through stories, people can express their
identification with heritage.
(More details in Chapter 2 - Literature Context)

Dynamic Distance Landscape
Compared to focused perspective (figure 6.28)
and Panorama (figure 6.29), scattered point
perspective (figure 6.22) has a better visual
connection. The principal purpose of perspective
manipulation is to improve visual connection.

As one of the objectives of this research is to
reinterpret the painting’s narrative into a virtual
environment, ‘scattered point perspective’ for
example, could be reinterpreted to perspective
manipulation - dynamic distance landscape; and
visual hierarchy (colour, texture, and details) could
instead be animation, lighting and background music
(figure 6.26).

In the virtual landscape, a dynamic landscape could
enhance the visual connection.

game engine. PathCreator (figure 6.31) is a script
that allows individuals to draw a path in Unity, and
then place the element in the script - PathFollower,
to make it movable.

Using C# to designing a script, it allows the
elements to be dynamic (figure 6.30) in the Unity

Visual Connection Diagram

(More developed design in Chapter 8)

Focused Perspective - People Static
Painting
vanishing point

horizon line

Visual hierarchy

Scattered point perspective

Reinterpretation

Figure 6. 27. Photo by author

Figure 6. 28. The school of Athens (Rooms, 1511).

Panorama - People Rotating

Redacted

Figure 6. 29. Panorama diagram (n.d.).

Virtual Environment

Scattered perspective - People Moving

Animation, Lighting, Background Music

Dynamic Distance Landscape

Psychological suggestion
Figure 6. 26. Reinterpretation process (by author).
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Dynamic Distance Landscape

}

More visual connections

_bezierPath.OnModified += BezierPathEdited;

public void ResetBezierPath (Vector3 centre, bool
defaultIs2D = false) {
CreateBezier (centre, defaultIs2D);
}

Relative Motion

_vertexPath = new VertexPath (bezierPath,
transform, vertexPathMaxAngleError, vertexPathMinVertexSpacing);
}
return _vertexPath;
}
public void PathTransformed () {
if (bezierOrVertexPathModified != null) {
bezierOrVertexPathModified ();
}
}

void CreateBezier (Vector3 centre, bool defaultIs2D
= false) {
if (_bezierPath != null) {
_bezierPath.OnModified -= BezierPathEdited;
}

public void VertexPathSettingsChanged () {
vertexPathUpToDate = false;
if (bezierOrVertexPathModified != null) {
bezierOrVertexPathModified ();
}
}

var space = (defaultIs2D) ? PathSpace.xy :
PathSpace.xyz;
_bezierPath = new BezierPath (centre, false,
space);
_bezierPath.OnModified += BezierPathEdited;
vertexPathUpToDate = false;

Figure 6. 30. Dynamic landscape video (animated by author).

The speed of each component is different; it could create a different environment when individuals stand in
one spot; there are might be some unexpected composition.
PathCreator
using System.Collections.Generic;
using UnityEngine;
namespace PathCreation {
/// Stores state data for the path creator editor
[System.Serializable]
public class PathCreatorData {
public event System.Action bezierOrVertexPathModified;
public event System.Action bezierCreated;
[SerializeField]
BezierPath _bezierPath;
VertexPath _vertexPath;
[SerializeField]
bool vertexPathUpToDate;
// vertex path settings
public float vertexPathMaxAngleError = .3f;
public float vertexPathMinVertexSpacing = 0.01f;
// bezier display settings
public bool showTransformTool = true;
public bool showPathBounds;
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public bool showPerSegmentBounds;
public bool displayAnchorPoints = true;
public bool displayControlPoints = true;
public float bezierHandleScale = 1;
public bool globalDisplaySettingsFoldout;
public bool keepConstantHandleSize;
// vertex display settings
public bool showNormalsInVertexMode;
public bool showBezierPathInVertexMode;
// Editor display states
public bool showDisplayOptions;
public bool showPathOptions = true;
public bool showVertexPathDisplayOptions;
public bool showVertexPathOptions = true;
public bool showNormals;
public bool showNormalsHelpInfo;
public int tabIndex;
public void Initialize (bool defaultIs2D) {
if (_bezierPath == null) {
CreateBezier (Vector3.zero, defaultIs2D);
}
vertexPathUpToDate = false;
_bezierPath.OnModified -= BezierPathEdited;

}

public void PathModifiedByUndo () {
vertexPathUpToDate = false;
if (bezierOrVertexPathModified != null) {
bezierOrVertexPathModified ();
}
}

if (bezierOrVertexPathModified != null) {
bezierOrVertexPathModified ();
}
if (bezierCreated != null) {
bezierCreated ();
}

public BezierPath bezierPath {
get {
return _bezierPath;
}
set {
_bezierPath.OnModified -= BezierPathEdited;
vertexPathUpToDate = false;
_bezierPath = value;
_bezierPath.OnModified += BezierPathEdited;

void BezierPathEdited () {
vertexPathUpToDate = false;
if (bezierOrVertexPathModified != null) {
bezierOrVertexPathModified ();
}
}
}

}

if (bezierOrVertexPathModified != null) {
bezierOrVertexPathModified ();
}
if (bezierCreated != null) {
bezierCreated ();
}
}

}

// Get the current vertex path
public VertexPath GetVertexPath (Transform transform) {
// create new vertex path if path was modified
since this vertex path was created
if (!vertexPathUpToDate || _vertexPath == null) {
vertexPathUpToDate = true;
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PathFollower
using UnityEngine;
namespace PathCreation.Examples
{
// Moves along a path at constant speed.
// Depending on the end of path instruction, will either
loop, reverse, or stop at the end of the path.
public class PathFollower : MonoBehaviour
{
public PathCreator pathCreator;
public EndOfPathInstruction endOfPathInstruction;
public float speed = 5;
float distanceTravelled;
void Start() {
if (pathCreator != null)
{
// Subscribed to the pathUpdated event so that
we’re notified if the path changes during the game
pathCreator.pathUpdated += OnPathChanged;
}
}
void Update()
{
if (pathCreator != null)
{
distanceTravelled += speed * Time.deltaTime;
transform.position = pathCreator.path.GetPointAtDistance(distanceTravelled, endOfPathInstruction);
transform.rotation = pathCreator.path.GetRotationAtDistance(distanceTravelled, endOfPathInstruction);
}
}

Painting Reinterpretation
Animation
Animation is crucial to the narrative as it makes users
able to tell stories and communicate emotions and
ideas in a unique, easy-to-perceive manner that both
children and adults can understand. It has helped
to connect people with the virtual environment in
a way that sometimes paintings or live-action films
cannot (Gibson, 2019). As in changing the colour
or details to improve the narrative in the painting,
animation can achieve the same function in the
virtual environment.

individuals walk close to the tree, the bird is flying
away to the mountain, which is attracts the interest
of users causing the user’s eye, and therefore path, to
follow the bird’s flightpath.
(More Animation Examples in Chapter 8)

The example (figure 6.32) describes how the bird
and trees influence the user’s psychophysics. When

Realistic, comparable to real world
Augmented user engagement
Give the user a psychological suggestion, enhance
the narrative

Animation

// If the path changes during the game, update the
distance travelled so that the follower’s position on the
new path
// is as close as possible to its position on the old path
void OnPathChanged() {
distanceTravelled = pathCreator.path.GetClosestDistanceAlongPath(transform.position);
}
}
}

Figure 6. 31. Path creator and follower script (Lague, 2018, adapted by author).
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Figure 6. 32. Bird and Tree animation (animated by author).
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Reflection
The preliminary investigation enabled learning
about how to reinterpret the heritage in the painting.
The historical research gave a deep understanding
of traditional urban design principles, such as the
previous function of the city wall and canal. The
canal was taking 40% amount of the trade of Suzhou,
and the city wall was used for military defence in
the 18th century. As they now do not have this role
and function, the simulation of the spatial design
and the social life between the canal and city wall
is necessary. In the beginning, it was challenging
to translate a 2D painting into a 3D environment,
as the painting commonly only depicts one or two
facades of the building. Therefore, similar types of
buildings were sought and examined to confirm the
building form. Using orthorectification for texture
mapping resulted in the resolution of pixels not
being satisfactory; with using ‘stylised picture’,
better results were achieved, enabling more texture
to be represented than there is in the painting.

Figure 6. 33. Perspective Drawing 1 (by author).

The aims of this preliminary investigation were
to reinterpret ancient Chinese streetscape and to
design a digital narrative through reinterpreting
painting’s techniques. On reflection, the first aim
was successfully met. However, there is enormous
potential for the achievement of the secondary aim
to improve. There are two aspects which need to
be improved. Firstly, there is a lack of landscape
application. As this is landscape design research, it
is necessary to explore and reinterpret the landscape
design principles from the painting. Secondly, it
is essential to design better content, both tangible
and intangible, to improve the experience in VR,
to generate a better narrative journey and heritage
reinterpretation.

Figure 6. 34. Perspective Drawing 2 (by author).
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Figure 6. 35. Flythrough and First Person Experience (animated by author).
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Chinese Scholar Garden
“Living in retirement beyond the world
Silently enjoying isolation,
I pull the rope of my door tighter
And bind firmly this cracked jar.
My spirit is tuned to the Spring-season;
At the fall of the year there is autumn in my
heart.
My cottage become a Universe.”

7 Heritage Garden Context
Reinterpretation
Chinese Scholar Garden
Suichu Garden
Site Analysis
Site Preliminary Exploration
Architecture Exploration
Landscape Exploration
Reflection

This chapter discusses how to reinterpret the context of a heritage garden.
Context refers to the geometry, built form and space, and information
is sought for this by interrogating artwork and written documents. This
reinterpretation process can be divided into 4 steps: site exploration,
dimension measurement, 3D modelling and consulting references, such as
poetry and travel notes. This will enable the understanding of the function
and activities for each segment of the garden.

Aim:

- To reinterpret the built form and space in virtual environment.
- To understand and reprsent the design philisopy for each element.

---Lu Yun, fourth century AD
Private garden history can be traced back over 3,000
years. It originated from the ancient hermit ideology.
In the Jin Dynasty (3rd-5th Centuries AD), many
scholars and noted noblemen moved their homes to
scenic areas to evade cruel political struggles (Cheng,
1999). Therefore, many large beautiful manors came
into existence, in which the owners lived a selfsufficient life. Meanwhile, small gardens simulating
natural scenery began to be built by the intellectuals
and bureaucrats. In the Tang Dynasty, the scholar
began to integrate poetic and artistic themes with
the gardens. Entering the Song Dynasty, scholars’
ideology pursuing the hermits’ life changed, and
land shortage in the urban areas was experienced,
which meant scholar’s gardens could only be built
on a smaller piece of land. Therefore, this promoted
the practice of condensing large natural landscape
into miniature gardens. Garden construction
was extremely active in Suzhou city during
the Ming and Qing Dynasties (Cheng, 1999, p.13).

“The classical gardens of Suzhou...it is 		
a ‘three-dimentional picture, a silent poem
and a frozen music’.”
				---Cheng, 2015
Culture
design;
cultures
private
became

nature and seeking close integration with natural
scenery. Confucian philosophy saw the taking
in or viewing of mountains, rivers and lakes as
reformatory education to mould perfect souls. The
scholars intended to create a vast cosmos in the mind
by building gardens within confined spaces, from
which people would enjoy the maximum harmony
and freedom of both the body and the soul (Cheng,
1999, p.148).

Suichu Garden
This paper focuses on the heritage garden, Suichu
Garden, which was sited in Mudu town (figure 7.1).
Mudu is located in the west of Suzhou city, and it
has a key to connect to the Taihu Lake. The specific
geographical location and long historical and cultural
history sedimentation made the ancient town of Mudu
the “town of workers and peasants, the place where
merchants gather, the place of material distribution,
the area of scenic tourism” (Yun, 2017). Mudu was
listed in the ‘Chinese famous towns in history and
culture’ in 2005 (‘Chinesenews’, 2005).
Suichu Garden was famous for its massive book
collection and superb landscape design. It was owned
and designed by Quan Wu. Among the Huizhoubased book collectors living in Suzhou, one of the
most famous was Wu, who had been collecting
books through the four generations. Quan Wu born
in HuiZhou, and he was the mayor of Jian in Jiangxi
Province he built the Suichu Garden after retired
(Yun, 2017).

is one of the essential parts for garden
different nationalities have different
and aesthetic ideas. For the Chinese
garden, two quite different themes
crucial aspects of the scholar garden.

Firstly, the expression of Taoist nature philosophy
and Confucian morality in the garden, are both of
tremendous influence in the Chinese scholar garden.
The garden follows Taoist concepts of returning to
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Site Analysis
Mudu, Suzhou
The Ming and Qing Dynasties (especially in the
early and middle of Qing), were a period of cultural
prosperity in the Mudu area, which related to the
rich collection of books and cultural celebrities. The
Emperor Qianlong went to Suzhou six times, and
every time he visited Mudu, which demonstrates
the significance of this town. In early spring, many
literati went to Mudu to admire the view, sing songs
and write poetry (Yun, 2017). Half of the painting
‘Prosperous Suzhou’ depicts the booming and
flourishing town of Mudu.

Site Location
Location
50-70, East Street, Mudu Town, Suzhou China (figure
7.2).
History
The original owner was Quan Wu, born in 06, 09,
1672 (Lunar Calendar),
MUDU

Garden was built around 1715.
Most of the buildings were demolished by the
Taiping Rebellion in 1860.
Current Situation
The last official documentation of the garden was in
1950 when there were just a few buildings left (Wei,
2019). The garden has now disappeared, and it is
hard to trace where the garden was.

Suzhou, China

Figure 7. 1. Suzhou Map diagram (by author).

Sources locate the garden between 50 to 70 East
Street, and probably at 67 East Street (Wei, 2019).

50-70, East Street, Mudu Town, Suzhou, China

Figure 7. 2. Mudu Map (by author).

Site Painting

Figure 7. 3. ‘Suichu Garden’ in ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (Xu, 1759).
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Possible Site Photos
Figures 7.4 are photos taken by Weili (2019), who
was trying to find the historical site of the garden in
August 2019, but failed. He found the site situation
was in poor condition and old and mainly residential
space. It is thought that the city council may have a
plan for this area.

Streets

Buildings

Redacted

Redacted

Alleys

Could be part of heritage garden

Redacted

Redacted
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Figure 7. 4. Possible Site Photos (Wei, 2019).
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Preliminary Site Exploration
To represent heritage carefully and precisely, it
is necessary to find out and represent the correct
dimensions of each component.
In ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ the painter used oblique
perspective to draw the buildings; oblique is a
projective drawing of which the frontal lines are
given in true proportions and relations and all others
at suitable angles other than 90 degrees without
regard to the rules of linear perspective (‘Oblique
Drawing’). Therefore, the only question is whether
it is ‘cavalier’ or ’cabinet’ (figure 7.5). Through
the analysis of the painting’s techniques, it was
discovered that this painting uses ‘cabinet oblique’
perspective.

The difference between the two is that cavalier
shows full depth and cabinet shows half depth.
Cabinet is an oblique projection in mechanical
drawing in which dimensions parallel to the third
axis of the object are shortened one half to overcome
apparent distortion (Cabinet Projection). In general,
Chinese pavilions are a square, round, hexagonal or
octagonal form (Yi, 2018). The diagrams (figure 7.6)
demonstrate the pavilions are square, and the width
(c) is half the distance of length (a), therefore, it is
cabinet oblique.
The figure 7.7 demonstrates the measured dimension
on the painting, which gives the distance, scale and
proportion of each component.

b

c=1cm

a=2cm

Oblique Projection

b=1

b=1
b

a=1

c =1

Cavalier
Figure 7. 5. Oblique Projection diagram (by author).
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c = 1/2
a=1

a=5cm

c=2.5cm

Cabinet
Figure 7. 6. Measurement Testing (by author).
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Dimension Measurement

Figure 7. 7. Measured Dimension on Painting (by author).
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Speculative Site Plan

Building

Digital Model

Pavilion

Shelter

Entrance

Building
Pavilion

Figure 7. 9. Digital Model (by author).

Pool
Painting

Rockery

Figure 7. 8. Speculative Site Plan (by author).

Tree

Scale 1:300

Figure 7. 10. ‘Suichu Garden’ in ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (Xu, 1759).
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Architectural Exploration
As the only visual evidence of Suichu Garden, the
painting gives only an impression of the garden.
There needs to be more resources consulted
to determine the details, such as the segments,
functions, and human behaviour within the garden.
From the research, there are six valuable references:
‘Mudu Magazine’ by Zhang Yuwen, ‘Wenxianjia
Tongkao’ by Zhengweizhang, ‘Suichu Garden
Journey’ by Shen Deqian, ‘lvyuan Conghua’ by Qian
yong, ‘Poetry for Collections’ by Ye Changzhi, and
‘Xu’ by Xu Taozhang.
Arrangement and Segments
According ‘Mudu magazine’,
“Suichu Garden was in the East of Mudu and the
owner was the mayor of Jian during the reign
of Emperor Kang Xi of the Qing Dynasty. The
structural layout of the Suichu Garden is known as
three-roads, seven segments and one park. The main
entry faces East Street which is next to the City River
and the original pier, and the stone walls are neatly
spacious. The third segment in the middle building
is the hall, which is named ‘Complementary Hall’.
The fourth and fifth segments are book collection
buildings. The fifth and sixth segments are doubledecorated large study rooms (libraries), collectively
known as the ‘Mindfulness library’. The seventh is
a ‘dry boat’, and the name is ‘listening to the rain
shelter’. The West Road building is dominated by
the study, the courtyard and the suffocation of the
owner’s living” (Zhang, 1928).

Main entry

Figure 7. 11. ‘lvyuan conghua’ (Qian yong, 18th century).

Figure 7. 12. ‘Poetry for collections’ (Ye changzhi,
20th century).

Hold up the moon by two hands pavilion

Mindfulness Library

Complementary Hall

Shen Deqian (1673-1769), who was the cabinet
and ritual minister, visited the park many times
and wrote ‘Suichu Garden Journey’, which made a
detailed account of the garden,

Listening to the rain shelter

There is a pavilion on the pond. It is called ‘Hold
up the moon by two hands pavilion’, reflecting the
sky, the shadow is shaking, just like playing with the
moon.
The digital modelling process same as that
introduced in Chapter 6.

Garden

Figure 7. 13. ‘Mudu Magazine’ (Zhang yuwen, 1928).

Figure 7. 14. ‘Suichu Garden’ (Xu, 1759, edited by author).
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Architectural Exploration
Activities and Details
After gaining a basic understanding of the garden
arrangement and the segments, it is necessary to
acknowledge the activities and design details, so as
to improve the user’s experience and understanding
in the virtual environment.
Complementary Hall (补闲堂)
Complementary Hall is the main recreation centre, a
space for the owner to meet with friends.
In the pavilion is set up the colour Lantern with a
party of distinguished friends. The front porch has
carpets, where there is a platform for performance.
According to Suzhou scholar Zhang Yinglin and
Yao Shiying, “The performance is one of the
major dramas of the Kun opera ‘White Rabbit’; the
instruments are Guban (wooden clappers) and Kundi
(bamboo flute)” (Yun, 2017).
Kun Opera was added in 2008 to the UNESCO
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity (UNESCO). Kun Opera
developed under the Ming Dynasty (fourteenth to
seventeenth centuries) in the city of Kunshan, which
is situated in the region of Suzhou. Kun Opera
is one of the oldest forms of Chinese opera still
performed today.

Dining Area

Figure 7. 15. ‘Suichu Garden’ (Xu, 1759, edited by author).

Performers

Musicians

The opera has suffered a gradual decline since
the eighteenth century because of the high-level
technical knowledge it requires from its audience. Of
the 400 arias regularly sung in opera performances in
the mid-twentieth century, only a few dozen continue
to be performed. The Kun Qu opera has survived
through the efforts of dedicated connoisseurs and
various supporters who continue to seek to attract
the interest of a new generation of performers.
(The Aural heritage reinterpretation is in Chapter 8)

Figure 7. 16. Physical model of ‘Complementary Hall’ (Qun Opear Museum).
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Complementary Hall (补闲堂)

Complementary Hall (补闲堂)

Figure 7. 17. ‘Complemental Hall’ Digital Model (by author).
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Architecture Exploration
Mindfulness Library (拂尘书屋)
书屋 refers to a house where individuals can collect
books and study.

Reference A

Study Room, Lingering Garden, Suzhou, 1593
References are Hui-Style buildings in Suzhou.

The historical written documents state this is a
library, however considering the interior design is
not seen in the painting and there are no historic
written descriptions. Borrowing the design elements
from references (figure 7.19 & 7.21) could be a
successful approach.

Figure 7. 19. Lingering Garden Photo (n.d.).

Figure 7. 20. ‘Mindfulness Library’ First Floor Interior
Digital Model (by author).

Reference B

Suzhou Library Garden, Suzhou Garden Museum, 2017

Redacted

Figure 7. 21. Suzhou Library Garden (Wu, 2017).

Figure 7. 22. ‘Mindfulness Library’ Second Floor Interior
Digital Model (by author).

Figure 7. 18. ‘Mindfulness Library’ Digital Model (by author).
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Architecture Exploration

Architecture Exploration

‘Listening to the Rain Shelter’ (听雨蓬)

‘Hold Up the Moon by Two Hands Pavilion’ (掬月亭)

Figure 7. 23. ‘Listening to the Rain Shelter’ Digital Model (by author).

Figure 7. 24. ‘Hold Up the Moon by Two Hands Pavilion’ Digital Model (by author).
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Landscape Exploration
Rock, Water and Plant
The main theme of the Chinese private garden is
following nature as Chinese pursue the harmony
between human and nature. Chinese believe they
can find everything in nature, which is affected
by ‘Dao dejing’. Therefore, Chinese always say
‘Design originates from nature’, and the design
theory of rock, water and plant is from nature. In
the scholar garden, each mountain, rocky, plant
has its own life and implication, which affects
the individual’s soul directly; hence, they are not
excessively trimmed. The scholar garden is used
to convey an individual’s emotion through scenery,
which is similar to the picturesque (Wu, 2017).
In the Chinese world, mountain and water are
the ‘backbone’ of the scholar garden. In Chinese
characters, mountain and water are Shan and Shui,
which suggests the fundamental opposition of
yin and yang. The mountain here represents the
masculine yang: upright, bright and hard. In contrast,
water in its yin aspects is receptive yielding, dark and
wet (Keswick, 1978, p.156). Additionally, this has a
deeper meaning, as in ancient mythology, rivers are
the arteries of the earth’s body, while mountains are
its skeleton.

Rock

Rock
higher at back’, and the profile must change when
viewed from different angles (Hu, 2013, p.83).
When using rock as decorative pieces, there are no
exact rules for designing with rocks: everything
depends on the innate feeling. A rock may be placed
in a certain space, used to ‘hide scenery’ and to
improve the mystique of the garden.

Water

The generator of life,
The mirage of reality,
The eye of the garden.
--Wah Nan

Water is another essential component to garden
designing. There is a saying: “A garden without
water is not a real garden” (Hu, 2013, p.78). To
the Chinese water is not only physically beautiful
in a garden, but it is also necessary to balance the
mountains, and so to represent the totality of nature
in perfect harmony. Man-made water features are
usually created by excavating a pond (figure 7.26).
The inlets and outlets must be designed to be
naturalistic, and they should mimic natural water
forms like creeks, rivers and so on. Artificial ponds,
should be an irregular shape just like the natural
ponds, with the boundary lined with rocks.

Figure 7. 25. ‘Suichu Garden’ Rock (Xu, 1759).

Water

Figure 7. 26. ‘‘Suichu Garden’ Water (Xu, 1759).

“Rugged

rocks, looking either like goblins or
resembling savage beasts, lying crossways or in
horizontal or upright positions, on the surface of
which grew moss and lichen, with mottled hues or
parasitic plants which screened off the light; slightly
visible narrow pathways wound around the rocks
like the intestines of sheep.”

VR

-- ‘A dream of red mansions’ , Cao Xueqin, 1791
It is easy to find the rockery in the painting
‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (figure 7.25). When individuals
design rockeries in Chinese garden, they use
elements from nature, such as peaks, hills, cliff,
gullies, valleys and caves, to make the rockery
idealised (Cheng, 1999, p.157). A rockery maker
must determine the position, shape, size, and height
of the rockery according to the natural conditions
around it; the size must go well with the space
provided; the shape must be ‘lower in front and
86

Figure 7. 27. Water and Rock in a Virtual Environment (animated by author).
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Landscape Exploration
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Landscape Exploration

Plants

Plants
Although planting plays a significant role in the
Chinese garden, there are not a great variety of
plants depicted in the painting. There are mainly
trees and no shrubs or flowers. From the ‘Suichu
garden journey’ by Shen Deqian, he said, “嘉
花名卉四方珍异之产咸萃园” which translates
to ‘there are some valuable flowers and herbs’.

Rock, Water and Plant Summary
In the scholar garden the combination of rock, water
and plant may also influence the microclimate.
According to Feng shui theory, rocks can change the
microclimate (Qi energy), for example, a rock can
be strategically situated in line with a doorway with
the purpose of angling major winds away from the
door (more description in Chapter 8). This technique
is also used for ‘hiding scenery’. Water is one of
the five elements; it can improve the flow of water
cycle, increase humidity to enhance the sense of
comfort. Designers use plants as a barrier or shelter
from wind or rain.

“In the deep hall the dust dissipates, the 		
noon tide heat fades;
Smoke curls like a dream, the day is 		
jagging, lagging…
A light wind seems in treaty with the lotus:
Bearing the fragrance along, it rolls up the
curtain.”
--Huang Yu Tsao

Planting design is one of the most major and complex
processes in designing a scholar garden. Plants are
chosen carefully, dependent on their texture, shape,
colour and fragrance. There are plenty of species
(around 20-100 plants in the scholar garden) of
garden plants available, basically classified as
arbours, bushes, flowering shrubs, vines, herbal
flowers, bamboo, and aquatic plants.
In the scholar garden, the aesthetic concepts of the
scholars were often blended with the poetic sensations
and picturesque scenes, thus forming diversified
patterns during the long period of evolution. The
plants were harmoniously incorporated with rockery,
pond and buildings to form picturesque scenes. By
using plants to express people’s feelings over the
long historical periods, there formed many symbolic
plant-cultivation patterns which were later accepted
as common practices (Cheng, 1999, p.231).

Planting design could be subdivided into three
categories, season, meaning and location.
Season
Spring: peach blossom, moutan peony, paper
mulberry, Yulan magnolia
Summer: lotus, pomegranate, pygmy water-lily,
bamboo
Autumn: chrysanthemums, scarlet sage, maple,
sweet osmanthus
Winter: Chinese plum, pines, sacred bamboo
Meaning
A high official with a high salary: crape myrtle,
Japanese zelkova
Jade hall and riches and honour: Yulan magnolia,
moutan peony
More children and more blessings: pomegranate
To forget worries: orange day-lily

Through reviewing the references, a possible plant
table was made. The tables of plants (figure 7.28)
on the next few pages came from the list of scholar
garden plants widely used in Suzhou (Xia, 2006).
The plants were then studied to determine which
were popular in the 18th-century scholar garden.
The researcher then identified the plant species in
the painting using the plant tables. The speculative
planting plan (figure 7.31) locates the trees that are
shown in the painting and the arrangement of shrubs
and herbs have been informed through the analysis
of similar gardens (figure 7.29). From figure 7.29,
it is easy to find most of the shrubs are on the edge
of the rockery. Hardy banana has been located close
to the ‘listening to the rain shelter’ because, in the
‘Humble Administrator’s Garden’ (figure 7.30), there
are several hardy bananas next to the ‘listening to the
rainy pavilion.’

Walking around the
individuals a feeling of
is most significant for
without us, but human
nature (Powless, 2010).

scholar garden, it gives
a journey in nature. Nature
people, as nature can live
beings cannot live without

Location
Water: pygmy water-lily, weeping willow, peach,
lotus, arrowheads, bulrush, common reed, knotweed
Rockery: star jasmine, common ivy, Chinese
firethorn, sacred bamboo, paper plant
Pathway: hardy banana, Malus spectabilis, China
rose, Tsui Chuk, maidenhair tree, Chinese parasol
tree, sweet osmanthus, wintersweet, lily.
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Table of Trees used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

梧桐树

90

Botanic Name

Firmiana simplex

English Name

Chinese parasol tree

松树

Pinus species

Pines

柏树

Platycladus orientalis

Chinese arborvitae

桂树

Osmanthus fragrans

Sweet olive

玉兰

Magnolia denudata

Lilytree

梅花

Prunus mume

Chinese plum

垂柳

Punica granatum

Weeping willow

Photo

Popular in the 18th C

In Painting

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

YES

4

YES

7

YES

YES

8

YES

5

YES

3

YES

9
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Table of Trees used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

English Name

石榴

Punica granatum

朴树

Celtis sinensis

棕树

Trachycarpus fortunei

枫树

Acer species

Maple

竹子

Bambusoideae

Bamboo tree

龙爪柳

银杏
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Botanic Name

Pomegranate

Chinese hackberry

Photo

Popular in the 18th C

In Painting

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

YES

YES

2

YES

1

Windmill palm

Salix matsudana f. tortusoa

Tortured willow

Ginkgo biloba

Maidenhair tree

YES
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Table of Shrubs used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

English Name

芭蕉

Musa basjoo

Hardy banana

海棠花

Malus spectabilis

Chinese crab apple

牡丹花

Paeonia × suffruticosa

腊梅

Chimonanthus praecox

山茶

翠竹

蔷薇
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Botanic Name

Photo

Popular in the 18th C

YES

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

6

YES

YES

Wintersweet

Camellia species

YES

YES

Sasa pygmaea

Dwarf bamboo

Rosa multiflora

Multiflora rose

YES
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Table of Shrubs used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

English Name

菊花

Chrysanthemums species

Mums

一串红

Salvia splendens

Scarlet sage

白玉兰

Magnolia denudata

Yulan magnolia

吊兰

Chlorophytum comosum

Airplane plant

Photo

Popular in the 18th C

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

YES

Monstera deliciosa

Swiss cheese plant

月季

Rosa chinensis

China rose

YES

Azalea

YES

Rhododendron species

In Painting

YES

龟背竹

杜鹃
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Botanic Name

16
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Table of Shrubs used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

English Name

迎春花

Jasminum nudiflorum

Winter jasmine

君子兰

Clivia miniata

Natal lily

紫藤

Wisteria sinensis

Water wisteria

紫薇

Lagerstroemia indica

Crape myrtle

茨菰

Sagittaria sagittifolia

Arrowhead

天竹

Nandina domestica

Sacred bamboo

八角金盘

98

Botanic Name

Fatsia japonica

Paperplant

Photo

Popular in the 18th C

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

13

YES

10
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Table of Shrubs used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

蓼

Botanic Name

Polygonum aviculare

English Name

Trachelospermum jasminoides

Star jasmine

火棘

Pyracantha crenatoserrata

Chinese firethorn

Lilium candidum

Popular in the 18th C

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

Knotweed

络石

百合花

Photo

17

Lily

YES

15

YES

12

Popular in the 18th C

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

Table of Climbing Plants used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

爬山虎

常春藤

100

Botanic Name

Parthenocissus tricuspidata

Hedera helix

English Name

Photo

Boston ivy

YES

Common ivy

YES

11
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Table of Climbing Plants used in Scholar Gardens

凌霄

葡萄

Campsis grandiflora

Vitis vinifera

Chinese trumpet vine

Grapes

YES

Table of Aquatic Plants used in Scholar Gardens
Chinese Name

荷花

102

Botanic Name

Nymphaea nelumbo

English Name

Photo

Popular in the 18th C

lotus

YES

YES

慈菇

Sagittaria sagittifolia

Arrowhead

菱白

Zizania latifolia

Manchurian wild rice

水葫芦

Eichhornia crassipes

Common water hyacinth

Reference in Speculative Planting Plan

14

YES

YES
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Table of Aquatic Plants used in Scholar Gardens

睡莲

Nymphaea tetragona

Pygmy water-lily

蒲草

Typha species

Bullrush

芦苇

Phragmites australis

Common reed

水菖蒲

Acorus calamus

Sweet flag

YES

YES

Figure 7. 28. Planting Table (by author).

Redacted

Figure 7. 29. Photos of Master of the Nets Garden and Mountain Villa with Embracing Beauty (Chen, 2016).
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Figure 7. 30. Photos of ‘Listening to the Rain Pavilion’ in Humble Administrator’s Garden (n.d.).
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Speculative Planting Plan

Planting Palette
2

8 8
4

5

4

Reference Number

8
2

Complementary Hall

Main entry

Mindfulness Library

Botanic Name

1

Bambusoideae

2

Celtis sinensis

3

Prunus mume

2
3

7

4
14

3
16

16

16

16

16

16

7

‘Listening to the rain shelter’

‘Hold up the moon by two hands pavilion’
9
1
10
13

4

Firmiana simplex

5

Magnolia denudata

6

Musa basjoo

7

Pinus species

8

Osmanthus fragrans

9

Punica granatum

10

Fatsia japonica

11

Hedera helix

12

Lilium candidum

13

Nandina domestica

14

Nymphaea nelumbo

15

Pyracantha crenatoserrata

16

Rosa chinensis

14

13

6

4

17

7
8
8

5

11

8

14

7

12

8

15

8
4
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15

Scale 1:200

Plants represented in painting
Plants not represented in painting
but common in similar gardens
Figure 7. 31. Speculative Planting Plan (by author).

17

Trachelospermum jasminoides
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Reflection
Chinese gardens were influenced by Taoist and
Confucian concepts which both encourage time
being spent in natural landscapes. This chapter
successfully depicts the necessary components in the
garden, such as the building, rock, water and plant.
Compared to the modelling process discusses in
chapter 6, the modelling process was more accurate.
Using oblique projection allows the measurement
of the dimensions in the painting so as to gain an
understanding of the scale and proportion of this
garden. The method of the modelling process and
texture mapping are the same as the preliminary
investigation.
Looking at other references in addition to the
painting, such as travel notes, articles and poetry,
helped to appreciate the details or function of each
segment. Borrowing some pictures from other
gardens to model the interior of ‘mindfulness library’
is a good method as well. It is helpful for users to
experience the interior as well rather than just the
exterior built form. The speculative planting plan
successfully represents all the plating that are shown
in the painting and the arrangement of shrubs and
herbs have been informed through the analysis of
similar gardens.
This chapter achieved the second scope of this paper
and two aims for this section.
Aim:
- To reinterpret the built form and space in a virtual
environment.
- To understand and represent the design philosophy
for each element.

Figure 7. 32. ‘Suichu Garden’ (by author).
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The second scope: To achieve tangible heritage
reinterpretation of a Chinese scholar garden.
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8 Heritage Garden Content
Reinterpretation
Content Design Principles
Aural Landscape
Lighting System
Combined 2D and 3D
Serial Vision
Composition
VR Navigation
Reflection

Chapter 8 focuses on manifesting heritage content which represents social
heritage, human behaviour, and tangible and intangible aspects.

“Narratives matter for heritage conservation because they convey the significance of
places; it is through stories that people express their identification with heritage.”
---Nigel Walter, 2014

“Designers of virtual environments must not only design the context of their worlds but
also assume at least partial responsibility for designing the content.”
---Yehuda E, Kalya, 2008

After the content reinterpretation, the connection between context
and content, built form and associated landscape in the composition is
introduced.
Aim:
- To design a heritage content in Virtual Environment.
- To manifest the rich cultural composition created between context and
content,built form and associated landscape, as well as the tangible and
intangible aspects.
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“The content is often intentionally designed to form a scenario or narrative; the
arrangement of a sequence of activities.”
---Yehuda E, Kalya, 2008
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Content Design Principles

Aural Landscape

According to Chen and Kalay (2008), “Designers
of virtual environments must not only design the
context of their worlds but also assume at least
partial responsibility for designing the content”, the
content is normally designed by filmmaker or game
designer.

Background
Heritage can be defined by tangible and intangible
aspects. Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) refers to
oral Traditions and expressions, including language;
performing arts, social practices, rituals and festive
events; knowledge and practices concerning nature
and the universe; and traditional craftsmanship
(Munjeri, 2004). Aural landscape plays one of the
most significant roles in the Chinese garden. For
example, 42% of people know of a place named after
an aural landscape; and 32% of candidates notice the
aural landscape in gardens (Zhao, 2017).

Mise-en-scène
Filmmakers normally use Mise-en-scène to arrange
the content. This is an expression used to describe
the design aspect of a theatre or film production, and
essentially means ‘visual theme’ or ‘telling a story’.
It is the arrangement of everything that appears in
the framing – actors, lighting, décor, props, sound,
and costume (Roberts, 2012).
For this research, actors and props were extracted
from painting (section - ‘Painting Extraction’ );
the lighting system is set by scripting and spotlight
(section - ‘Lighting System’); and the sound is
discussed in the section - ‘Aural Landscape’.

The scholar garden follows Taoist concepts of
returning to nature and seeking close integration with
natural scenery. Almost 30% of the first collection of
poetry in China, entitled ‘Classics of Poetry’ (诗经),
770 B.C.–476 B.C., is related to a landscape created
by sound (Wu, 2013).

This arrangement is also intentionally designed to
form a scenario or narrative (Kalya, Y, 2008), that
can improve individuals’ identification with heritage
(Water, 2014). The arrangement is represented in the
section - ‘Serial Vision’.

Redacted

Figure 8. 1. Photo of ‘Classic of Poetry’ (n.d.).

Figure 8. 2. Public Awareness of The Sound Heritage (Zhao, 2017).
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Aural Landscape
Arrangement
Including a soundtrack in a painting or written
document is impossible. However, users can not
only add intangible aspects such as sound but also
can integrate it with tangible heritage in VR.

Insects

The soundtrack can generate a narrative as well, as
shown in figure 8.3 where the bigger circle shows
where individuals can notice the sound; when they
move into the centre, the sound gets louder and
louder.

Birds

Rain

Music instruments

Water

People talking

Figure 8. 3. Soundtrack Arrangement (by author).
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Aural Landscape

Aural Landscape

‘Listening to the Rain Shelter’ (听雨蓬)
Rock, water and plants also may create an elegant
sound. On a windy, rainy, or snowy day, plants can
produce tuneful sounds in a garden, for example,
when rain falls on the leaves of trees and bushes, it
creates a soothing sound, which will not only add
more richness to the landscape but also offers people
in the garden a particular aesthetic experience.
Therefore, ‘listening to the rain pavilion’ is not a rare
feature of a Chinese garden. Figure 8.4 simulates this
atmosphere vividly in a virtual environment.

‘Kun Opera’
In the ‘Complementary Hall’, there is a pavilion with a
colourful Lantern and a party of distinguished friends.

Figure 8. 4. ‘Listening to the rain shelter’ simulation (animated by author).
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According to Suzhou scholar Zhang Yinglin and
Yao Shiying, “The performance is one of the
major dramas of the Kun opera ‘White Rabbit’;
the instruments are Guban (wooden clappers)
and Kundi (bamboo flute)” (Yun, 2017).

intangible cultural heritage and immerses users
within the scene.
The image on the divider is extracted from ‘Prosperous
Suzhou’; the visual outcome enhances the user’s
experience of the virtual environment.

There are two soundtracks organised within Unity,
the historical aural track ‘White Rabbit’ and people
dining. The background music reinterprets the

Figure 8. 5. ‘Kun Opera’ Simulation (animated by author).
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Lighting System
Day-Night Cycle
Lighting is an important part of visual
communication. To develop the atmosphere and
visual identity in the VR environment, a dynamic
lighting system was developed. This lighting system
gives the ability to set a time of day and automatically
control the light position, shadows, and light colour.
The Day-Night cycle includes simulating the sun and
moon; the system is designed by scripting (figure
8.6).
public class daynightcycle : MonoBehaviour
{
public float minutesInDay = 1.0f;
float timer;
float percentageOfDay;
float turnSpeed;
// Use this for initialization
void Start () {
timer = 0.0f; //Reset Timer
}
// Update is called once per frame
void Update () {
checkTime ();
UpdateLights ();
turnSpeed = 360.0f / (minutesInDay * 60.0f) * Time.deltaTime;
transform.RotateAround (transform.position, transform.right,
turnSpeed);
}

Debug.Log (percentageOfDay);

void UpdateLights(){
Light l = GetComponent<Light> ();
if (isNight ()) {
if (l.intensity > 0.0f) {
l.intensity -= 0.05f;
}
} else {
if (l.intensity < 1.0f) {
l.intensity += 0.05f;
}
}
}
bool isNight(){
bool c = false;
if (percentageOfDay > 0.5f) {
c = true;
}
return c;
}
void checkTime(){
timer += Time.deltaTime;
percentageOfDay = timer / (minutesInDay * 60.0f);
if (timer > (minutesInDay * 60.0f)) {
timer = 0.0f;
}
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Figure 8. 6. Day-Night Cycle Scripts (by author).

Figure 8. 7. Day-Night Cycle Diagram (by author).
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Lighting System
Artificial lights
There are two purposes for arranging the artificial
lights. Firstly, changing colour and shadow types
can successfully simulate mood and atmosphere in
the virtual environment. The spotlight arrangement
is also part of Mise-en-scène, as lights can attract an
individual’s attention during the night.

Figure 8. 8. Spot Light Arrangement (by author).

Figure 8. 10. Spot Light in ‘Complementary Hall’ (by author).

Figure 8. 9. Spot Light Setting (by author).

Figure 8. 11. Spot Light in ‘Mindfulness Library’ (by author).
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Combined 2D and 3D
Animation
Animation is crucial because it makes designers able
to tell stories and communicate emotions and ideas
in a unique way. Animation has helped to connect
people throughout the virtual environment in a way
that sometimes paintings cannot.

Figure 8. 12. Character Animation (animated by author).

A dynamic character (figure 8.12) is looking at the stairs in order to suggest that users can go to the second floor.
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Figure 8. 13. Book Animation (animated by author).

An animated book (figure 8.13) next to the window encourages individuals to come and explore this spot. Once
at the window, individuals can see the view of the elegant landscape in the garden
123
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Figure 8. 14. Bird and Frog Animation (animated by author).

The bird and frog (figure 8.14) are common animals in the garden. The animation shows the bird and frog going
to the ‘hold up the moon by two hands pavilion’, and this guides people to follow the animation path with their
eyes then go into the pavilion.
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Figure 8. 15. Tree Animation (animated by author).

When users reach this spot, there is a tree that change from static to dynamic (figure 8.15) which encourages
people to explore.
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Combined 2D and 3D
Painting Extraction
Not only has the three-dimensional been modelled
in the VR scene, but also two-dimensional elements
are included from the painting. Mixing 2D and 3D
environments is a classic technique in Virtual Reality
design. Painted backgrounds in 2D complement

the 3D and can be more detailed, or painterly.
Extracting some elements directly from the painting,
such as trees, figures and rocks, can help heritage
reinterpretation be more precise. Also, it is easier
to render for GPUs that would otherwise handle
hundreds of megabytes of 3D models for incidental
art.

Figure 8. 16. Character Extraction from ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (by author).
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To enhance the experience, setting up a ‘Billboard’
script (figure 8.18) will enable the 2D elements to
always face the camera in the Virtual environment.

public class Billboard : MonoBehaviour
{
public Camera m_Camera;
void LateUpdate()
{
transform.LookAt(m_Camera.transform.position,
Vector3.up);
}
Figure 8. 18. Billboard Scripts (by author).

Figure 8. 17. Tree and Rock Extraction from ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ (by author).
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Combined 2D and 3D

Serial Vision

Painting Extraction
Skybox is extracted from ‘Prosperous Suzhou’,
which enhances the user’s heritage experience in the
virtual environment.

English architect and urban designer Gordon Cullen
developed the term ‘serial vision’ to describe what
a pedestrian experiences when moving through a
built environment. The pedestrian’s view continually
changes when following a curving pathway, entering
a courtyard, or turning a corner (Farag, 2015). The
changing view provides a sense of discovery and
drama.

Top
Front

Serial vision is a significant element in the cognitive
and affective experience of the perception of place.
The drawing (figure 8.21) depicts both the tangible
and intangible experience when individuals in the
virtual environment.

7

Back

Right

Left

1

6

1

2

3

5

6

7

4

5

2

3 4

Bottom
Entrance
Figure 8. 19. Skybox Diagram (by author).

Hidden Scenery
Welcome

Figure 8. 20. Skybox of Virtual Garden (by author).
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Figure 8. 21. Serial Vision Drawings (by author).
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Library Second Floor

‘Complementary Hall’ (补闲堂)

‘Kun Opera’
People Dining

‘Borrowed Scenery’

‘Mindfulness Library’ (拂尘书屋)

‘Listening to the Rain Shelter’ (听雨蓬)

‘Aural Landscape’

‘Framed Scenery’
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Composition

Pond

‘Composition’ is the arrangement of parts of a scene
to form a particular atmosphere and outcome.
Scholar gardens are a poetical landscape, a
composition of different design elements that makes
a direct appeal to the emotions and are devoted
exclusively to serving all the senses. According
to (Johnston, 1993, p.1), “visually unfolding a
succession of pleasing surprises; introducing textures
which seek to be touched; mingling the perfumes of
blossom and bark; capturing whispers of moving
leaves and water; exploiting the ever-changing
character of the trees whose varying beauties
enhance each season.”
The scholar garden is always an enclosure of space
which is influenced by Taoism. As Laozi said,
Shadow and Reflection

‘Hold up the Moon by Two Hands Pavilion’ (掬月亭)

“Moulding clay into a vessel, we can find
the utility
In its hollowness;
Cutting doors and windows for a house, we
can find the Utility in its empty space.
Therefore the being of things is profitable,
the Non-being of things is serviceable.”

represent the idea precisely. Figure 8.22 and figure
8.23 show the composition around the pavilion
and pond, such as the shadow and reflection. The
virtual environment can simulate this atmosphere
successfully, which is a painting and written
document cannot do.
‘Hold up the moon by two hands pavilion’
Figure 8.24 introduces the perception of ‘hold up
the moon by two hands pavilion’. From the ‘Suichu
garden journey’ description,
“有亭翼然，俯临清流，为掬月亭，倒涵
天空，影摇几席，于玩月宜.”
“There is a pavilion on the pond, which 		
is called hold up the moon by two hands
pavilion, reflecting the sky, the shadow is
shaking, just like playing with the moon.”
---‘Suichu Garden Journey’

--- ‘Dao Dejing’, 4th century BC
The scholar garden always aims to reproduce
the beauty of natural landscapes within a limited
space, creating limitless scenes within a limited
enclosed space (Hu, 2013, p.75). It is not easy to
harmoniously combine so many landscape elements
in an artistic space of such large measurement.
For example, the description of gardens by Song
Dynasty (960-1279) poet Zhang Xian (990-1078),

‘Hold up the moon by
two hands Pavilion’
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“Water is tranquil in the horizontal pond
while flowers peep shadows,
Isolated city turns, and worldly jade is 		
spotless.
Painted bridges rise opposed;
Suspending rainbows extend;
I love the beautiful architecture on the 		
stream.”
--<Qing bei yue>, 10th century
This poetry depicts the composition between built
form and associated landscape vividly, and the
‘Day-Night Cycle’ in a virtual environment could
133
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Reflection Effect

Figure 8. 22. Shadow Effect When Time Changing (animated by author).
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Shadow Effect

Figure 8. 23. Reflection Effect When Time Changing (animated by author).
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‘Hold Up the Moon By Two Hands Pavilion’ (掬月亭)

Figure 8. 24. ‘Hold Up the Moon By Two Hand Pavilion’ Simulation (animated by author).
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“有亭翼然，俯临清流，为掬月亭，倒涵天空，影摇几席，于玩月宜.”
“there is a pavilion on the pond, which is called hold up the moon by two hands pavilion, reflecting the sky, the
shadow is shaking, just like playing with the moon.”
--- ‘Suichu garden journey’
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Composition
Borrowed, Hidden or Framed Scenery (借景 障
景 框景)
The arrangement of a Chinese garden can be
classified into two types: static layout and dynamic
layout. Firstly, the smallest aesthetic unit in a garden
is a static spatial arrangement a person sees from a
fixed viewpoint, which is intentionally defined in
a local static composition (Hu, 2013, p.76). This is
just like a spatial painting or a real world Mise-enscène. From an exploration of these static spatial
arrangements come the various compositions of
borrowed scenery, hidden scenery and framed
scenery.
Scene-borrowing is an important technique used
in the scholar garden and includes all-natural
phenomena: wind, snow, sunlight, moonlight, sounds
and aroma (Cheng, 1999, p.160). According to Tang
Yin’s (15th century) poem,
“Jade-fresh bamboos,
Rare-shaped stones,
Blue ancient pines,
Old gnarled branchesSighting all these,
Through a window,
On a fine day,
What a joy!”

people are encouraged to go inside to see the full
view,
The dynamic layout reflects the power of time over
a garden. The common garden layout includes
continuous layout, the layout of seasonal views, and
layout of the recent and future plant growth (Hu,
2013, p.76). In a garden composed of a number of
different sections, when a visitor moves from one
section to another, the viewed scene changes and is
replaced by another. In a scholar’s garden, the halls,
towers, platforms, balustrades and corridors are
combined with different plants, rocks and water to
bring more scene changes into the sightseeing route;
‘changing views from different angles’ is a concept
in Chinese classical gardening theory.
Therefore, to evoke such feelings in garden design,
the landscape designer, like the Chinese painter,
had to use the spaces, buildings and movement
routes to form the static structure of his imaginary
painting. The rocks, water and plants were the living
things which must also conform to a convention
and become part of his palette. The garden designer
was thus able to call upon a panoply of elements to
structure and furnish his creation; buildings rocks,
trees, and garden artefacts were deployed in laying
out the garden (Johnston, p.76).

Figure 8. 25. ‘Borrowed Scenery’ Simulation (by author).

Figure 8.25 reinterprets the ‘borrowed scenery’
principle vividly. From the window, individuals
can get an expansive view of the garden and distant
scenery, which is also reflected in why this building
is called the ‘Mindfulness Library’.
In the process of framing scenery, a specific
viewpoint is selected. The scholar designer normally
uses a door, window, tree trunk and a hole, to frame
the view which becomes like a three-dimensional
picture embedded within a frame. In figure 8.26, a
moon gate ‘frames scenery’.
Figure 8.27 shows the principle of ‘hidden scenery’.
After the site modelling, it was easy to see that
individuals can see the interior from the entry door.
There usually are two functions for hidden scenery’
- privacy issues and for guiding direction. In the
‘Suichu Garden’, the owner used a tree to block and
hide scenery. As the tree only hides half of the view
140

Figure 8. 26. ‘Framed Scenery’ Simulation (by author).
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Figure 8. 27. ‘Hidden Scenery’ Simulation (by author).
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VR Navigation
VR navigation is a combination of first-person view
and teleportation. Head (figure 8.28) tracking lets
users to look around, and the controller (figure 8.29)
enables them to walk in the virtual environment
(James, 2019).
The ‘Teleportation’ (figure 8.30) system was used
in the preliminary investigation as it is able to move
the user great distances in the blink of an eye, which
assists users in moving quickly around the urban area.
However, for the heritage garden reinterpretation,
‘Touchpad Locomotion’ (figure 8.31) was used to
enable the user to have a continuous experience
when walking in the virtual environment which
simulates more accurately moving through space.
‘Touchpad Locomotion’ system is set by scripting
(figure 8.32).
The touchpad-based artificial locomotion is one
of the most comfortable options so far. However,
individuals still need the practice to get used to
wearing a headset, otherwise, it can trigger a vertigolike sensation.

Figure 8. 30. Teleportation Diagram (by author).

Front Cover

Figure 8. 28. VIVE Headset Diagram (by author).

Menu Button
Menu Button

Touchpad
Steam Menu

Touchpad
Trigger
Grip Button

Steam Menu

Figure 8. 31. Touchpad Locomotion (animated by author).

Figure 8. 29. VIVE Controller Diagram (by author).
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VR Navigation
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using UnityEngine;
using Valve.VR;

// Cut in half
Vector3 newCenter = Vector3.zero;
newCenter.y = m_CharacterController.skinWidth;
newCenter.y += m_CharacterController.skinWidth;

public class VRController : MonoBehaviour
{
public float m_Gravity = 30.0f;
public float m_Sensitivity = 0.1f;
public float m_MaxSpeed = 1.0f;
public float m_RotateIncrement = 90;
public GameObject leftHand = null;
public GameObject rightHand = null;
public SteamVR_Action_Boolean m_RotatePress =
null;
public SteamVR_Action_Boolean m_MovePress = null;
public SteamVR_Action_Vector2 m_MoveValue = null;
private float m_speed = 0.0f;
private CharacterController m_CharacterController =
null;
private Transform m_CameraRig = null;
private Transform m_Head = null;
private object eulerAngles;
private float m_Speed;
private void Awake()
{
m_CharacterController = GetComponent<CharacterController>();
}
private void Start()
{
m_CameraRig = SteamVR_Render.Top().origin;
m_Head = SteamVR_Render.Top().head;
}
private void Update()
{

}
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if (m_RotatePress.GetStateDown(SteamVR_Input_
Sources.LeftHand))
snapValue = -Mathf.Abs(m_RotateIncrement);

// Apply
m_CharacterController.center = newCenter;

if (m_RotatePress.GetStateDown(SteamVR_Input_
Sources.RightHand))
snapValue = Mathf.Abs(m_RotateIncrement);

// If not moving
if (m_MovePress.GetStateUp(SteamVR_Input_
Sources.Any))
m_speed = 0;

ty;

transform.RotateAround(m_Head.position, Vector3.
up, snapValue);
}
}

Figure 8. 32. Touchpad Locomotion Script (Andrew, 2019, adapted by author).

// if button pressed
if(m_MovePress.state)
// add ,clamp
m_Speed += m_MoveValue.axis.y * m_Sensitivi-

m_Speed = Mathf.Clamp(m_Speed, -m_MaxSpeed, m_MaxSpeed);
//Orientataion
movement += orientation * (m_Speed * Vector3.
forward);

}

HandleHeight();
CalculateMovement();
SnapRotation();

private void HandleHeight()
{
// Get the head in local space
float headHeight = Mathf.Clamp(m_Head.localPosition.y, 1, 2);
m_CharacterController.height = headHeight;

// Move capsule in local space
newCenter.x = m_Head.localPosition.x;
newCenter.z = m_Head.localPosition.z;

}
private void CalculateMovement()
{
// Figuew out movement orientation
Vector3 orientationEuler = new Vector3(0, m_Head.
eulerAngles.y, 0);
Quaternion orientation = Quaternion.Euler(orientationEuler);
Vector3 movement = Vector3.zero;

{

private void SnapRotation()
{
float snapValue = 0.0f;

//
//Gravity
movement.y -= m_Gravity * Time.deltaTime;

//Apply
m_CharacterController.Move(movement * Time.
deltaTime);

}
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Reflection
Representing heritage content and context is
necessary for digital heritage research, as it provides
both tangible and intangible experiences. The
drawings of serial vision show an arrangement of a
sequence of activities, which is a good practice and
presentation to introduce the narrative in the virtual
environment.
Setting up the aural landscape and lighting system
is useful to represent the harmony and composition
between built form, associated landscape and natural
environment. The animation has two functions,
describing the activities and guiding direction.
Extracting some elements directly from the 18th
century painting, such as trees, characters and
rocks, can help the heritage reinterpretation be more
precise.
This chapter achieved two aims for this section and
two scopes for this paper.

Figure 8. 33. Perspective 1 of Virtual Garden (by author).

Aim:
- To design a heritage content in Virtual Environment.
- To manifest the rich cultural composition created
between context and content; built form and
associated landscape; and tangible and intangible
aspects.
Scope:
- To achieve intangible heritage reinterpretation of a
Chinese scholar garden.
- To design a digital narrative in a virtual environment
that represents a Chinese scholar garden.

Figure 8. 34. Plan of Virtual Garden (by author).
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Figure 8. 35. Perspective 2 of Virtual Garden (by author).
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Figure 8. 36. Video of Virtual Garden (animated by author).
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9 Conclusion
Discussion
Personal Reflection
Future Research

This paper successfully answered the question How can a computationally enabled interactive
interpretation of tangible and intangible cultural
built heritage and landscape be exploited to allow
for improved appreciation and understanding
of documented histories? When a culture is so
ingrained that we do not usually notice or appreciate
it, or when the remains of a society or civilisation
are currently inaccessible or scattered, the
complexity of cultural history is difficult to access
through traditional modes of representation, such
as painting or written documents. The rebuilding of
landscape heritage has taken place in a number of
cities in recent years. However, much of this cultural
revitalisation is on a surface level. The rebuilt forms
mirror the appearance of the traditional, but the
‘content’ differs. The cultural renaissance should
not just be about rebuilding the geometry or built
form, but more importantly about re-establishing the
intangible and the social heritage behind the built
heritage.
The virtual environment, through new-media
possesses a strong ability to influence awareness
of our absconding cultural heritage (Cameron and
Kenderdine, 2007). Reinterpretation studies of
Chinese gardens in VR are not a copy of the painting
or written document; they also reinterpret the design
principles influenced hugely by Taoist and Confucian
philosophy. The intangible reinterpretation not only
just the invisible aspects but also the design principle
of Chinese garden.

written information were added. The additions result
in an assemblage of sensory experiences and form
and space in VR that together create an immersive,
continuous, first person journey through the designed
space where the environment changes as the viewer
moves through it. Reinterpreting the painting in VR
enhances understanding of the intangible aspects
of the scholar garden, of the heritage of the scholar
garden as a landscape design form and of this
particular, now destroyed, garden.
Designing content is necessary to reinterpret heritage.
Reinterpreting a painting into a virtual environment
is not rare with several museums doing this. Using
VR as a design and presentation tool is becoming
popular in landscape architecture research as well.
However, reinterpreting a historical painting into a
virtual environment with a landscape application is
still not common. This research is among that which
is exploring the role of digital landscape heritage and
it may be unique in the way Chinese garden design
principles are represented in VR.

Site and painting analysis give a sufficient historical
understanding of cultural heritage. Through analysis
of the painting’s techniques, it was found the painting
contained oblique cabinet projection, which allowed
us to measure the dimension on the painting. This
improved the accuracy of the digital model. The
poetry and travel notes contributed a useful reference
for the atmosphere and activities in the garden
and helped design the digital narrative. How to
reinterpret the physical narrative and social activities
were explored by learning from filmmaking, ‘Miseen-scene’, for instance, is used to reinterpret the
aural aspects and lighting system from written
documents. Finally, to improve the atmosphere and
immersive qualities of the scene, appropriate sound
cues, a day-night cycle, animations, and virtual
interactions derived from historical artwork and
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Conclusion

Reflection
The preliminary investigation of Chang Gate and
the city wall is a representation directly from the
painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ and to a lesser extent a
reinterpretation of the heritage content and landscape
design principles. However, the main study, ‘Heritage
garden reinterpretation’ which reinterpreted Suichu
Garden was a fuller reinterpretation of this content
and principles.
Both the painting ‘Prosperous Suzhou’ and
written documents depict the painter or author’s
understanding or experience. Considering the
references may not be objective, a large number of
historical books was consulted. The aim was not just
to reinterpret ‘Suichu Garden’ authentically, but also
to represent the philosophy or principles behind this
type of garden.
To reinterpret classical written documents is another
challenge; understanding the author’s idea then
translating that atmosphere accurately is difficult in
a virtual environment, especially as in the historical
poems, grammar and sentence structure of classical
Chinese is different from contemporary Chinese.
When the scholar designed a scholar garden,
they fully utilised elements of the gardens such as
buildings, walls, rockery, ponds, flowers, trees, and
pavements, all of which are harmoniously combined
to show limitless artistic connotations. New media
allows a designer to reinterpret the harmony between
human inhabitation, architecture and landscape that
exists in the scholar garden. At the same time, it
improved the user’s experience and understanding of
heritage as well.
Traditional presentation tools, such as plan,
section and perspective, allow designers to hide
the weaknesses and only show the design from the
best angle. However, nothing can be hidden in the
virtual environment and users can easily notice any
mistakes. Additionally, VR has a better orientation,
an immersive environment, and first-person
perspective. This research proposes a different way
of presenting a design to the traditional presentation
that enables viewers to experience the tangible and
intangible aspects of the design.
In digital landscape heritage research, reinterpreting
heritage context (geometry and built form) is a
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prerequisite, and content reinterpretation (cultural
and social heritage) is able to assist individuals
to experience and connect to this heritage. For the
researcher, an international student, the experience
of being on a marae with the arrangement of a
sequence of activities better communicates Māori
culture than the geometry of the marae by itself can.
Heritage reinterpretation should aim to represent the
soul of the culture rather than merely the symbolic
geometry.
It is tricky to reinterpret all the design philosophy,
taking planting design as an instance; the smell is
one of the essential principles. However, because of
the lack of historical information (the scent is hard to
document by writing) and limitation of contemporary
techniques, simulating the fragrance is hard to
achieve. In addition, the GPU is hard to run in the
real-time engine as there are too many gigabytes.
The Unity file is over 30 gigabytes for this research,
therefore, not many shrubs and grass are represented
in the garden. Learning and using new technologies
is not hard, the question is why we need them, and
how to use them; such as the how-to reinterpret the
principle of ‘borrowed scenery’ or ‘hold up the moon
by two hands pavilion’.

Future Research
Firstly, further research needs to conduct user tests
that evaluate user experiences of this immersive
environment, and how it increases understanding of
this cultural landscape heritage. In addition, it would
be a valuable study if the heritage architecture or
landscape was placed in a contemporary urban context
of Suzhou. This would allow the testing of social and
environmental connections in a virtual environment.
Taking the aural landscape as an example, many aural
landscapes are being destroyed by noise pollution.
Therefore, there are some of the gardens by using
earphones to augment the intangible experience
(Zhao, 2017). How to reinterpret the heritage in a
modern city context could be valuable.
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